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FOREWORD

Rapid_change is a fact of life in the 198WS. Not only_is change_

happening with great rapidity; change in_edUtation is often not to our

desire; it is all too frequently in the form Of retrenchment, reduced
resources and reduced ability to serve. The'needis tamanage change in
the most positive way; even in this rapidly changing environment.

Strategig planning is a futures- oriented change process based upon_an
examination of the environment and development of alternative future__

probabilities. The dynamic_Of Strategic pladhihg is in proactiVe choice-

in the design of a desired fUtUre.

The unique element in developing alternative choices through strategic__

'Manning ts the analysis of the e&Vitbhm6ht. The environmentalanalysis
focuSes attention _on fatttirS ektethal_to thOagenty_which_impinge upon its

ability to accomplish its purpose. This environmental analysisjlltking
outside of Ourselves; iS_becomihg increasingly important in educational

planning as local tohttol.dssipates and the control shifts to the

state.

ThiS Manual_adapts the Insic concepts of an industry-based long range_,_

strategic planning model to an intermediate education unit;- Specifically

the Santa Clara County Office of Education. The_Manual is intendedfor

use by those who are responsible for defining and implementing_allanning_

process, process,ta guide an organization toward the attOMpliShment

its goals. Although the adaptation is
organize_

toward the_intermediate

_unit; it is hoped that many of the process 4ititinS will be able tobe

transferred to local districts as well.

The basic theme of the:Manual is that Of a planning_ journey, with many

routes to tqp destination7and even 0.16hy options within_theroutes The

planner will need to chetk the t-baditiap. The.r8 is no one best route--even

the same organizatibh will choose different routes at differept stages in

the adventure. .

The Manual presents a_futures oriented; proactive view of planning At:A

tool for decitiOn itiakihg:With the planner as a change agent; FolloWing

thiS plahhihg roadmap_mill provide information which will enable choices

to be made for -the future--choices based upon alternatiVe probabilities.

Within thOte choices lies the potent al for the design of the desired

future.
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The tents are folded and packed; the safari.is.

about to begin. Staff is trafted, gear and supplies

loaded, emergency resources set aside. Maps of the )

terraip have been carefully perused; guides consulted

and information-gathered on conditions ahead. The

vehicles are ready.

This is a safari to define a purpose, examine a neEd,

explore horizons and create a new design.in the

shifting soil_of a changing world. Along the way, this

'safari will pass great crumbling palaces--mute

reminders of former grand efforts; now decaying; time

and the shifting subsoils of the region_slowly drifting,

over the rampartsi in time returning the area to dust.

But no new palaces_will be created on this journey! A

tent is required==light, flexible;roptective, yet
easily moved as actions bring new and goals

.are shifted within the changing environment.

Previous travellers have identified the hazards ahead

and yet speak in praise of the effort. TheiCamera -Fs

set to record the events; binoculars reatly to shy the
terrain, knapsack at hand to gather artifacts for

further analysis.

This safari is embarking on the adventure_of
planningspecifically; strategic 'planning:in

education.



CHAPTER_ONEADVENTURE IN PLANNING = ROADMAP TO A SUCCESSFUL JOURNEY

;

DEFINITION AND PHILOSOPHY OF STRATEGIC PLANNING

?"
Sometimes used synonymthiSly with long range, or coMprehensive planninj,

strategic planning has no universally accepted definition or model. It
-N

has been deSCrided, however, as a process ewempliTying a philosdphy that

links alternative policies and .implications tostrategies and specOfic

plans f&,aCCOMplishing the purpose Orihe organization, A future

oriented process; it provides a crucial bridge' between research ande

decision making in the real world. :

_,

from its beginnings. as a model for planning in industry, and- continuing

during Use in post secondary education; strategic planning has encompassed

the idea that while change may be the only certainty of trie future; change

does nOt have to "just happen."._ Through the examination of alternative

futui'es; organizations can exert some choice over their future; can adjust

actions as the future unfolds. strategit planning is a ;-

way of looking at life; through the study of possible future events, the

organization can haiie.SOMe.thbite. in its direction through development of

alternative courses_ of action; and ca9:ein Slp create the desired
-gee'

future; In essence; strategic planning focuses more on-the longer term,;

external factors rather than on immediate, internal ones,

3
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THE PROCESS OF STRATEGIC PLANNING

ft has been.Said that "The future and the past figh

the present."1 It is inthe ptesent that the pro

an endless battle of

of strategic

plidnning takes place. As a process, tratefgiEllan g flows from a

defihitionof the purposes and aims ofthe Organizattonthrough the

deVelopjlent?of policOsi-strategies
ancrspecifiC plans for achieving those

purposes. It entails an examination of the organization itself--what it

wants to do and can dO well; through the study of what it is possible or

probabje that the organization will be able to do in the future;

Strategic planning; with its emphasis on identifying both the purposes:o

the organization and alternative thOices for the future; provides a

linkage between the history of the organization; long range policy

decisions and day-to-day operatiOn4, dedisio

Of priitiary imporitance'is the development of a system to prepare for Change

based upon the data--a process by Whith the specific organization

..assimilates and integrates the data and takes actionincluding taking,

initiative in areas where"althOUgh a future need is identified; no current

programs exist. Key elements include.;

Research on the organization itself, including definition of he

purposes or mission of the organization, the functionsit performs

and an assessment of success;

.Definition of the clients, an analysis'of their cUrrent,avd,

anticipated future needs and an analysis of the assumptions hey by

clients abOUt the purposes of the organization;

search on the external environment in which the organization

nctions;

Development of action plans;

4
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I Provision for evaluatirigi,adjusting_and updating the
A

organizational plan, based upon the information and activities

resulting from the planntge-process;. °

Analysis of planning data for policy; implications and-development'

of policies and priorities.

The task of the traveller/planner is to translate this long range,

strategic planning:process into the reality of a particular public

entity- -the intermediate education unit. Not an easy task. In order tp

succeed there must beljoth philosophical commitment and-Apolitical support

bi the leadership of fhe organization to the process and use of the

results. This includes the commitment of adequate resources to accomplish

the task. Therefore; as one delves everdeePer into the intricacies of

the philosophy and process of planningi the_planner approaches the journey

With humility, fully aware of the uncertAinties of incomplete knowledge of

the future; yet commited to the value and efficacy of the effort;

HAZARDS TO BE AVOIDED

Yet there are hazards along the way which.have been igentifietLby many

previous travellers. Recognition of the hazards allqws the

travelleriplato choose an appropriate route, or adjust a course of

action to roverpipme the risks. These hazards include:

"Force- fitting" a process onto an organization taking a process

that has,beensuccessful in one organization and attempting to

transfer it "in toto" to another organization;

False assumptions regarding the organization -= whether the'

organization is. loosely or tightly structured;

_ _

Assumption that planning,proceeds in a totally rational, coherent;.
$

structured non-political environment;

5
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Inappropriate timing .-== attempting to rush into the p?.bcess;

- allowing the timeline to drive the process; getting information to

staff too latei allowing issues tocrash in on the organization;

k

Insuffitieht training -- lack Of management expertise one planOng

itself; inadequate training by planning staff;

Inadequate linkage with outside sources; operating in isolation;

Inappropriate use of the planning proteSS =- using planning, as a

"quiok fix," or going through the motions to give the impression

that there is action, when in truth there is not;

Inappropriate type or Use of data: too old; too much "soft dat0,"

not enough "hard data," over-reliance on "data," discontinuing data

update;

Inappropriate involvement of community/staff, resulting in lack of

commitment to the process; not enough input from the "bottom up"

into the process;

Budget driving the total process, becoming a one-year cycle;

Planning becoming reactive (monitoring results after allocation of

b-udget)i rather than proactive (identifying goals and choices);

Inappropriate placement of the planning unit -- Planning

information not close to decision making and agenda issues;

System so elaborate or complicated that it destroys initiative

and/or fails of its own weight;

TOo. global, nebulous -- ob. many peripheral issues; trying to

impact the whole budget at one time;

13



Underestimating the problems of transition -- how change happens

chaos and reaction can result from too rapid an attempt to

change the direction of an organization;

y I Becoming inflexible and rigid; following the plan so closely that

it appears set in concrete;

Inappropriate process -- over-reliance on perceptions rather than

data review; not shbWitig relationship between data and goals.

From a review of the haZards, one of the challenges is striking the right

balance between too much or too little ihfOrmation, testing; or training.

How- global or narrow should the process be?

However; frOM the planner's viewpoint; the greatest haZard may be false

expectat1ons about what planning is or does. Planning is no substitute

for judgment or decision making. Planning alone dbeS not solve problems.

The planning staff doeS not haVe a crystal ball =...-- the future is not that

clear; it &JOS not provide a cure-all -- there are no easy prescriptions

or correct solutionS. Above all the planner does not want to be treated
-2

like the "Persian messenger" -- executed for bringing bad tidings! In

truth, planners thbUld be placed within the organization so.that they are

free to ask the hard; unpopular questions; alerting decision makers to

problems ahead.

With all of these hazards; the traveller/Planner has to question whether/

the journey into strategic planning territory is possible; let alone worth

the cost. More specifically, is strategic planning possible, or feasible;

in an educational setting? There is consensus of those who have

participated either in the process or in the use of the results that it is

not only feasible, it is essential. HoweVer, there are requirements and

cautions.



REQUIREMENTS FOR SUCCESSFUL;STRATEGIC PLANNING

Strategic planning is feasible; and carries with it the possibility of

success, when the following requirements are met:
11!,'

a

Staff knows what long range; or.-strategic planning is and becomes

involved appropriately in the process;

There is expertise or appropriate training for management and /

staff on planning process and function. Staff is convinced that

change is possible and worthwhile;

There are on-going changes in the environment that can provide a

data-base for reasonable projections;

The planning process is tailored to the org,, inti0h, consistent.

4
With its mission- _or purpose and As integrated into the thiffki:fig

and actions of those tarrying out the ftifikitin of the organization;

There is balance between data and intuition in decision making;

together with a commitment by leadership to an ongoing process and

use of the results;

The planning staff has vision, technical expertite; interpersonal

skills; tenacity; the ability to provide training and the grace to

step away from:the prbcess in order for Others to own it;

Time is available in sufficient quantity, to research and develop a

model; to develop Understanding of the OrocesS; to identify

internal and external resources and information needs; to collect

appropriate data; to relay the data to appropriate levels within

the organization in various forms; to facilitate use Of the

infOrMation; to assess results and recycle;

;8
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The task to be accomplishea-, the time, staff and resources

ultimately balance;

O There is both individual and institutionalo patience; an awareness

and acknowledgement of the time it takes for strategic planning to

become integrated into the decision making processes of the-

organization;

There is r nition that planning takes place in an

organizational context and that educational organizations, as

others, are fundamentally political and most likely loosely rather

than tightly structured;

Information flows directly

makers;

and -from planning to decsiion

Effort is focused in areas where_ there are real alternative

choices;

The planning system remains flexible enough to adjust to changing

conditions;

Planning is linked to longer term external forces and involves

policy analysis;

The focus of the effort is on the purpose of the organization,

what is being done, what it does well and what is needed in the

fUtUre.

THE POWER OF STRATEGIC PLANNING

The task is possible.' The question remains as to whether it is worth the

effort. There are three. major advantages to strategic planning: FirSt,

it provides for a thorough examination of the organization; second, it

9
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"structures a view of the "outside" world and how it impacts the

organization and third, strategic planning promotes a_slMind set" of future
k._

oriented
___-

oriented and systematic thinking.

dvantars accrue to an organization when it direett attentioni to itself.

Strategic planning forces the organization to define its purpose; the

process can be implemented to build consensus on what the organizatibn

ought to be doing and what it can do well.With the definition of purpose'

and what it ddeS well, the organization can focus activities and build a

more cohesive structure. In additiorGylanning identifies how programs

within. the organization are connected to each other and to the overall

purpose of the organization. With informationabout the organizatio n

publicly stated; direction and expectations are clearly delineated.

Conversely; different or even mutually exclusive goals become apparent and

can be dealt with.

Educational organizationS traditionally have paid scant attention to

forces external to the organization; but within the environment in which

the.organization fUnttiOnS.
Thes6 external forces; such as economic

conditions, immigration; and technological developmerits; are haVing an

increasingly significant impact upon all aspects-of life; including

education, sand are ignored at some peril; A basic and unique aspect of

strategic planning is this systematic examination of external fatteirs and

resulting trendS. This study of trends forces an examination of issues

that miight not otherwise surface. In addition;.examining the organization

from a diffetent perspective; thnpugh.contact with outside resouroes; can

provide insight and increase t3ttgpiaredness for new developMehtS.

Finally; the process of strategic planning encourageS systematic and

fUtures oriented thinking on the part of all managers; many of whom are so

caught up in the day=to=day survival issues that lbhg tahge,%fututeS

oriented planning does not come naturally. The focus is on cause and

effect; matching resources to needs in the lOng term throughout the

organization. The demoralizing climate Of "just getting by; day to day"

can be replaced with a more vivid sense of ParticipatiOn in a shared

10



f6tUre it the heirarchy of management fUnttiOns includes making choices

for that future; lt

The advantages; feasibility and hazards of the adventure have been

identified and the journey is abbUt to begin. The basic strategic'

planning process has been described as a "Continuotenllow froM definition

of organizational aims through policiet; strategies and plans for

achievement"3 The following chapters describe in detail this floW

planning.

Chapter Two defines strategies and factors to consider in the develOpMeht

of the statement ofpurpose or mission of the organization. Chapt& Three

describes the analysis of the "market." This includes strategiq for

defining who clients are as well as their level of need or demand for

services. Chapter -Four provides a number of alternate strategies for

exploring the external,environment in which the organization functions.

These three chapters essentially describe the research or data collection

phase of strategic planning. The 'definition of purpose requires

examination of t p organization itself thrOugh a study of its history and

legal responsibill ies. The analysis of client need; or market analysis,

explores both who the organization is currently serving and who it might

serve and in what ways. The pftrpose of the eavironmental analysis is to

identify trends in the larger SOtio/economicipolitical environment Whith'

have iMOlications for the organization.

G6-apter Five describes strategies to ass*ilat the research and qa'ta into

the fabric of the organization; outlining processes by which the

4 information can be used in both pb+icy and operational decision making.

Each of these chapters develops options through which appropriate staff

participate in the planning fdhttion

Chapter Six revisits some basic elements == evaluation; documentatiOn; and

training (one has to know how to read thkrOadmap); reassesses some of the

)'factors which allow change to occur and defines the roles of the

traveller/planner.



Although there are some basic stops along-the way, there are many

alternate routes to reach.the destitiation-and achieve the purpose. An- S

with many adventures; reaching the destination (iti'hiS case a "plan" for

the Organization;) may be anti - climactic. The memorable part of the

ad,yenture Os the trip itself--the.process rather than the plan;

'There a-r'e-adVantages and disadvantages td eath of choices defsleribed in

thefollowingchapters.'SUCcessful
strategic Olann recog izes the

concept of "mutual adaptation" land modifies the proce s to t_e

organiza_ -,_as well as the organization to the process;
4 ith each

action the course is adjusted; the goal itself may even under-TO change;

Remember; this is a safari:"to define a purpose; examine, a need; explore

horizons and create a newdesign in the shiftipg soil of a changing

world." Using'.the s'tra't egies described in the fol ling Chapters, the

safari will pass those
great'trumbling'palateS; and with the tents; adjOSt

quickly as actions bring new indlWmation in an ewer changing environment:

19
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CHAPTER' TWO=DEFINITION OF PURPOSE
(Mission)

FOCUS-=WHY DU-S-THEO-RGAn-ZATION_EXIST2 *

The "dost,ti " of the mission- setting portion of this journey is the

development la statement of the basic'purposes, or missions; of the

organization and the functions it is empoWered or directed to perform.

Abraham Lincoln said; "If Only we knew what we were about; perhaps we

could geabout it better."
1 Clearly defined public statements of the

_purpose or missions; Of the organization focus activities and Serve as a

--

framework for'testing the appronriateness and consistency of activities as

the organization "gets about"iftasks:

Identification of the mi ion of an organization is a journey into the

reason for being; the purpose of the organization's existence, in whole

and in part. As a hew program is being considered; or an existing one

changed;'._the question can be asked, ."Does this activity fit under. the

"umbrella" of appropriate functions as defined by our statement of

purpose?"

Ina journey Where the basic purpose is to map the total territory; there

are still many unique charatterittics of the terrain to examine. The

destination of this journey is defining the purpose of the total

organiliatitin. However; within the organizatton; as within the terrory;

, a

15



.

to. examine ". A coMplet journey into theiftentifitatiOn of the purposes of

the organization intlUds development of the mission; or purpose of the

total organization a'''- well as identifitatiOh of the MiSSitinof separate

programs.

When there is consistency and agreement on overall purposesl the

organization; there is less likely to be conflict and confusion among

sUPordinate, or program goals; The clarity of the overall statement of

purpose also provides clear definition of expectations for program goals;

Without clear statements of pprpose'any task'Or fUnction in any program is

equally important in the 'overall Scheme of the organization;

A tompletesjourney into the identificatiqn of the purposes of the

organizatfbn includes the development of the statement of purpose of the

total organization; a process for develoOing such statements for

individual programs Withih the organizktion;, and a process for reviewing

the statements on a periodic baSit.
4'

CHOOSING THE RIGHT-ROUTE

The focus of this journey is on the purpose of the_ organization including

the functions each unit performs in fulfilling tdpurp6S6. Thit is a

sequential journey which requires the deVelOpment of-strong*.links between

the organization as a "whole" and its separate programs. The firq;segment

of the journey; Route One; is the identification of the basic purposes of

the whole organization; These'overall; or "Umbrella" statements of

purpose must provide clear direction to serve as "trail markers; or,

signals" for the development of individual program statements. The second

segment, Route Two; entails development-bf specific statementsbf purpose

and function for individual programs. If a program -statement hits a road

block or comes to a dead end when it tries to fit into the overall

statement, either the overall statement is not cleAior the program

statement is inappropriate. RbUte Three defines options for review of ,the

16
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,istatements or Rurpose. ineopLIons in Lib juurlicy arc leilL.1,

tha-n between; each of these major routes;

1(11.11,1

Bring _a spirit of adVen:qire to this--journey! Define the purposes of the

organiz- ation with the desired:destination in mind--what the organization

should be doing-- rather than confining your journey-to what appears to be

feasible given-today's resources; The safari may be limOted to one

vehicle now; but resources may become available for a caravan later.

Caution: A:Vdid the restricted route of
*

what is "feaSible" in the current Plimate with *_

with current resources;

WhO will tako part -in this journey? W en will they be involved? Each

route must be taken; The journey may take considerable timeand require

commitment of many resources at different times; The balance between the

resources of the planning unit; the time allocated to the activity; the

interest of the members of the orga ization are all factors to consider in

choice of route options.

Taking the time to involve various levels of staff is a way to gain

understanding and,commitment both to the process and to the results. The
_ )

energy and time t-he planning unit spends in gaining this understanding' may

save much-time and energy in thq overall marathmadventure of planning.

ROUtES TO DEFINITION OF PURPOSE

Four different "routes to Alnition of purpose" are described below;

Each has features that lend itself to _different organization structures.
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ROUTE ONE=AN OkERALC; OR "UMBRELLA" STATEMENT

The expected outcom this route is the development of an

over- arching; or " m lla" statement of purpose; or mission; for the

entire organization; The umbrella-may be designed by.variouspeOple

within the Organization-the board; the admini4tration, with or

without-client and public involvement'. The option selected.to deVelbp

this umbrella_ is based primarily upon the-philosophy of leadership

within the organization. Definition of the primary missions iifcthe

organizatiOn can bring a sense of cohesiveness, consistency and

consensus on the directidii of the organization; sending clear messages

for the focus of indf%idual'program

a

t

_ _ _

**********-****************************************

* Warning: Avoid detailed side-trips which make *

the umbrellaiStatement overly specific; That *

/
is the challenge of the next route.

. .

****************************************************

Op -ti-on One -- "Umbrella" Statements At. Top Administrative

Level 1 ,

The umbrella mission statement fog the organization is initially

formulated at the top management/administrative-level. The

rationale-for this option is thatHeaders of an organization can

be presumed to possessthetechnical knowledge of the legal

mandates and paraMetert; a broad scope of knowledge of t66 total

..bOtration Of the organization; a sense of the politics and policy

issues., The advantage of the route is the direct applicatIbn of

the expertise of the group; thedisadvantage of the route it the

"top dOWn" framework; with-danger of.limited "buy==in" or )

oWnership and lack of understanding by mid-candbement; staff and

clients.
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Rs- the policy making body of the organization, the board can

inttiate the formulation of statements describing the purposes_or

miSsJons of the total organization; With a facilitator and

.study-session format- the board brainstorms and selectively
e

iAentifies the "umbrella" statements. The advantage of the

option is in gaining the policy level thinking early in the

proces's;the disadvantages are lack of technical expertise and-

o*riership by-those within the organization.

Option Three--Statements Designed with Assistance of Constituent

Groups

Inithisoption,--the statements of purpose are developed with the

assistance of client groups of the organization--parents of

children specifit programs administered 'by the organizatiOn;.'

districts or agencies served. For an intermediate education

agency, this could include; for example; parents of special ,

education; migrant, Headstart or Juvenile Court School students;

clients who purchase the services Of the organization; such as

:school districts. A committee is formed with representation from

client groups and major units within the organization, The group

defined expectations it has of the organizition and assumptions

as to the service'it is providing or should'provide.

This method requires providing some training and rmation to

the group, as clients of a particular service-us ally ack

'information regarding other services. This m hod provides an

opportuiljty to both solicit information from and provide

inforMatfOn'tb client's; And the strength of this approach lies

in that exchange. Howeveri as the technical expertise and

percepttons.of the organization vary widely, the role of the

committee must be very carefully definedias advisory, with

k
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option couia result in sLaLemeritui purpuc Wlgb IGJGMIG_ Co",

proverbial elephant described through the touch of a blindfolded

person. It is alsd important to recognize that different

organizations or groups may frequently have conflicting goals and

are likely toUltimately be competing for the same resources.

pqpn Four: Community Onference

The wider-community (business; industry; pubric.agentieS) school

districts; and individual client parents come together to review

the history of the organiiation and define their petteption.of

itsJuture. The charge to the group can include a review of the

documented history to assess what the organization historically

has done and has done well and the legal charge to the

organization., From this informationthe group explores its own

perception of the purpose of the organization and then its

expectations for the future. This provides a prcicessfor a test

of tUrrent`assumptions of what the organization is doijig against'

current activities, as well as future expeqations;

As with the previous option, the community conference requires

careful definition of its purpose as well as skilled

facilitatidh. Levels of skcill and understanding of the.

institution 'and the process will vary greatly. Concise;

appropriate information must be available to the conference

participants in an easily understandable.format; The strength of

the approach again lies in the exchange of information..

Option FUezEUmbrel-la-Statements_DesignedtiySt6ff

statements of purpose and function are developed by Staff within

each separate program, then -combined with those from Other
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programs; As the statements_ are. combined; the overall."UMbrella"

unfolds and generic mission statements emerg Thi can be a

long and cumbersome'route, with each organizat al unit

outlining its functions, drafting its perception of the mission

of the organization and working the drafts up the organizational

heirarchy, expanding 4 thd combining the statements until one clear

set is achieved; The advantage of the route is in the building

of a strong base of understandingend.ownership'ithroughout the

organizaton. It combines and "folds in" detailed.program

functions and understanding of the'purposes of the'program with

the administration's broader view of where the organization is or

should be going. However; the possibility of conflicting goals

and competition for the resources of the organization; especially

fierce in times of retrenchment, is a hazird to be recognized in

this option.

Generic statements developedAhrough tne heirarchy are then

tested for policy and political implications by the governing

board. FolloWing review and approval by the board; the generic

statements then cycle back through the. administration to

individual maniagerS for furthei" elaboration or refinement as

individual *cigam statements of purpose.

Cption_SjA--Expand Existing Program Descriptions

Using any existing program descriptions as a vehicle for

identifying what the organization currently defines as its

mission or purpoSe provides a starting point for the development

of overall statements by the administration; the planning unit

or another designat 1 group, i.e.,ielectet.- program managers. If

for example; there, e existing program descriptions within the

budget, the program will compile the functions identified and

develop an overall statement broad enougli5 encompass each of

the functions; Existing' descriptions provide an historiCal
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perspective and a starting point fon defining the purposet of the

organization from a futures persOectiVe. A hazard would be if

the exploration of purpose stopped with that historical

perspective; ignoringfUtUre possibilities.

Option -Seven -- Functions defined bylEducation Code

This; a more limited option, deVelbps functions from the legal -

definitiont in the education code and refines the definitiOns

into statements of purOose. The task can be accomplished by
zti.

planning staff,-with review by legal counsel, submitted

thereafter to administration and board; This option provides a

more restricted scope of activity; and may be a sub-option; or

starting point; to be included in one of several other options.

Standing alone; the risk lies in the lack of involvement of any

but limited numbers of staff; and th4.efore potential lack of

acceptance. In addition; the intermediate unit has latitude to

OrdiMide service beyond the legal mandateS which may be ignored if

only the mandates are explored.

When considering the options within this route; the following factors

will be important to keep in mind:

I Modelltng: Within this route is the opportunity for the

board and administration to model the behavior and resultt it

expects from individual units within the organization.

Time: It b.ecomet a hazardOUS journey when 'tire totally

driVet the process, yetorganizations functionby budget

cycles, academic calendart; etc: and time inevitably becomes a

fattdr. The greater,thenumber of *Ole involved the more

time any process will take.



Existin_informatton: If no descriptions of the purposes,

goalS or mission of the organization are extant, it means

"re-inventing the, wheel." It may take less time if there is

some history or documentation available. The process will

varyi depending upon the existence of wri:tten inforMation.;

Technical expertise: -Knowledge of the process and function

of planning, as well as knowledge of the organization itself,

is key to the deVelopment of meaningful mission statements.

If the level of expertise differs, orris inadequate, training

will become a factor.

Resources: Wi lingriesS of leadership to commit resources to

the process must inevitably affect the choice of option.

Balance: The ultimate factor in the .choice will be which

route strikes the appropriate balance for the particular

organization at the particular time.

'ApprIeriateneSS: The appropriate level and type of 1

involvement will be a factor as,specific charges are given to

groups which include.constituent/clients, staff, mahagersi.

administratiVe officersi board. The issue of who-holds

ultimate responsibility for defining the purpose of the

organizaon will need to be clarified.

ROUTE TWO=PROGRAM STATEMENTS OF PURPOSE OR MISSION

The:expeCted outcome of this route is the definition of statements of

purpose for individual programs within the organization. The option

examines whether current or anticipated -functions; programs and

clients fit under the "umbrella" or overall statement developed.in

Route One; It also identifies the functions that the organization

does well.
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Option_One-4Staff Identifies Division /Depart

StatementsSupporting Ribs to the Umbrella

Under the umbrella*e ever mote S4rply focused mission ,

Statements for units within the organizationalsheirarchy.
._ _.

Mission statements4or major ribs td the umbrella; the two or

three major organizational units in aninterthedtate education

agency; i.e., butin$Ssi instruction; special'schools; are further

supported by very Sharply focused departmental mission
-

statements, i.e.; budget or payroll statements within the

business unit; Managers and staff within each unit develop

appropriate statements, based upon their professional expertise

and understanding.of the unit in i process parallel to that used

by the board and administration in develOping overall

statements.

OptionoDictionary of Functions

Each program manager develops a dictionary of functions

perforMed by the program; planning staff compiles a comprehensive

dictionary of functions for: the organization; By comparing this

- dictionary with the overall mission Statements; it can be

determined whether specific activities "fit under the umbrella."

If not, consideration can be given to whether a more

Comprehensive overall ,statement--a larger umbrella = -is needed or

an adjustment in the specific function; This provides a two-way

test to determine whether the fuhttibeit are appropriate, to the

general mission and whetherthe umbrella itself is of sufficient

breadth.

.
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Option Three -- Identification of Clients

J

Now that there is an umbrella, who does it cover? As program

managers identify functions, they identify cli'nts as well. For
0

an intermediate agency, clients may be identified as those

receiying direct service -(direct instruction to children);

support service (training to perform their functions mOre

effectively, i.e., staff development for teachers); coordination

or consultive services.. ,Or, clients may be identified as,

internal ad external. Internal clients would be those recei ing .

service flom other units in the organization.

Option FoLir--Involvement of Clients

The organization involves clients 4n groups within programs to

assist in developing a dictionary of functions,=a list of clients

and draft mission statements; This models, at the program level,

the client/community involvement process for the overall mission

statements; The same reservation exists here as with involving

client groups' in the development of the overall statement--the

clients are focused on individual needs and perceptions and the

process requires providing a balance of expertise, together with

a clearly defined charge to the group.

Option Five-- 9'1 9_6_ ted by the Size of the Umbrella

The organization identifies employee groups, state or federal

organizations and agencies which are affected by the definition

of the mission of the organization. This clarifies how functions

inter=relate to the functions and needs of other organizations.

For:example, whether child care is identified as a function of

the organization impacts employees involved in providing child

care, and other private'Or public child care service providers.
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Option Six-7-A.,or4/=of __Successful Functions

gain; the prog follOws a ess,modelled by the

rqanization as i etermines h 5nctions within the program

have been successful in terms of meeting client need, u e of

staff and other resources.

When choosing one or more of the above opttipplthe following factors

will be important to .consider:

S Similar functions: Can clusters of similar functions

identified and agreed to?

Clients: What does,; the word "clienti! mean? Is it anyone

touches in any way by the organization? Is it individuals or

organiz tiOnt receiving service or benefit from the

organization?

1 Poli What happent if functions are identified which do

not fit under the umbrella?

Balance:_ There is the ever-present necessity for achieving a'

balante between process; time and resources.

ROUTE THREE--REVIEW-=RELIVE THE JOURNEY

Renew and re- examine memories,.pe ceptipns of the original journey.

The purpose of this route is to erio ically review the mission of the

organization as well as program mi ion%tbased upon current actions

and information; It provides for a comparison, on a regular basis, of

the actual activities of the program with the stated functions and

mission; these are then tested against the overall statements of

purpose of the organization.



._.,,

067iatf'Viitifthiti the organization changes or affects the

erivrtinmerit-within which the organization operates. Actions alone

generate new: h :rMatiOnwhi,Wmay require new activities and even new

ttatit OVerti'Me-a-Alshouldjn faeilia'e' able tO adjust; or risk

goalsThe)9Orpp e 0n organi2atimdoes not necessarily remain

.

becPdfrig aAinoi'aUr43f:Ats time,

,.

The route 'options, include analysis of newidata, comparison of

activities, reexamination of legislation; comparison qt,asgUmptions of

clients.

OptjonAnt--ReVie Program Manager

Program managers conduct their own aSsessMents-of Current

activities and compare these with their program functions :and

statements of purpose. This option may limit the-review; based

upon the managers expertise; knowledge of factort external to bUt

affecting the.program and willingness to risk;

Option Two -- Analysis of New Data

New data on conditions within the environment; client need and

success of current functions is_collected by Olanning.staff with

program managers. Information is analyzed by planning staff,

program managers and adMinistration. Program-level retreats,

With planning staff facilitating review of information 'by program

managers- and evaluators; can lead to retreats. by admi:ni tration:

and board to examine the overall results.
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Option Three =- Reexamination based upon Legfslative Change

Perhaps a sub-option with other options; attention must be paid

to legislative change as it affects the direction and focusof

activities of the organization; Used alone; this option provides

review with a limited fOtOt.

OptionFourNeects Assessment

Air
Through surveys; interviews, conference; compare assumptions

and expectations of clients to actual practice. Ideally; include'

questions which will yieldcomparable results in each regular

needs assessment;

A FactOrS Whith will be important to consider in the'review process

include:

c

SUMMARY

Resolution: What happeng when gaps; overlaps or

inconsistencies 'at're discovered between current, activities;

.fUnctiOnS and statementsoftpUrpose?_

Review: The frequency with which a review taket.place=on a

.p ram by Ordraiii basis and for the whole organization must

be considered;

-Statements of purposei'or mission, foeus the goals and activities of the

organization. These clear, public statements'enable the organization, its

governance structure and publit to assess its accomplishments; Af.such

statement dOitt not exist, and the organization itself does not know wher- ;

it is going; it can never tell if it has arrived; It. can never savor its
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A)_

'successes or adjust its focus for the changing needs of society. It r1SKS

either stagnation, or worse becoming an anachronismmisplaced and no

longer'usefUl to society.

Ideally; sta ts of purpose encompass the total organiiation as well as

tbeing program ,specific. They can be 'defined-at different levels within

the organization and by different groups, from board to staff to clients.

TRey can be narrowly defined,. adhering strictly to legal mandates, based
. _

upon what the organizatton has done successfully in the past or broadly

based upon the philosophy and vision of the leadership as to how the

organization can serve broad community needs.

A description of current functions proVides a base for projecting future
, -

missions. Development of these statement purpose, or mission, within

strategic planning requires that the organiza n address not only what

the organization is, ,but what Jt should be in the future.
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CHAPTER THREE==ANALYSIS OF THE LEVEL OF NEED OR DEMAND FOR SERVICES

-.(Market Analysis)

FOCUS: WHO- NEERSjicE_SEPNICES__THE ORGANIZATION PROVIDES?

The "destihatiOnu'oTthe market analysis portion of the journey is the

determination of the heedt.Of clients served by the organization.

Following arrival at t is destination a further adVenture is to test thoAe.

needs against the fac- ors identified in the environmental analysis as

described in Chapt Four and the purposes of the Organization as

identified through the process in Chapter TWo. In a sense, it is

necessary to bring the three. journeys together into one grand tour.

There-are many choices as to Where an Otpani.zation can best focus its

energies, even after the statements ofAtreItittrote, Or missions, of the

organization have been clearly defined. Part of the answer to the

question of which route to follow comes &OM the analysis of the

environment- -the fattort external to th-eorganizatthn which need to be

COnsidered when choosing a course of action.: Within the scope of the

environment, the organization qpn focus efforts in a number of alternate

directions. /Wither part of the answer lies in the assessment of which

-servitpt, or functions; that the organization can OrbVide are needed by

the individuals, organizations or agencies within the service area. In

business planning terms; thit is referred to as ainarket analysis; The

analysis of "market," or need; as it will e referred to in thi0Manual,
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4
4 provides infOrMatiOn necessary to direct,activities toward areas which

support both the basic purposes of the organization and.its cliehts.t
-14

be analysis of need must be tested against the statement of purpose;- or

issionof the organization and.the feasibility of accomplishing t41'e task

gin the factors identified in the environment. Below is an example of a

need/demand '`snapShot"

**************************************************************

Snapshot: An increasing need, or market, for

child care services exists. Coordination of child

care services fits undef the mission of the:organi'-

nation; operating direct child care programs does

not. In ad4ition, an analysis of the environment

* indicates. that financial support to education

agencies will continue to be liMited. Balancing the

need; against the purposes, or missions, of the

* organization and the faCtOrt in the environment deter-

* mines whether, how; and to what extent the-organiza-

* tion is involved in child Are services.

*
*

*

****************************** ******************************

As it will be with the eRyironmental analy is, this is a 61ti-faceted

adVenture==each facet beti7gsane of the programs currently operated by the

-- organization, or new ones being contemplat In planning the journey

consideration must be given eD the special characteristics of, different

programs. It may,be impossible to chuose a single route whith will meet'.

the information requirements of such-diverse programs as, for example,

payroll services And migrant education. A complete analysis of the -aced

for services will include: identification of clients;' or users of the

services provided by the organization; identificatibn of programs Within.

the organizatiorLwhich require the "need," or market information; a

variety of methods of collecting, analyzing And dOCUmenting the

information, presenting the information and training ffi-Ithe use and

significance of the inforMatibh.
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' CHOOSING THE RIGHT ROUTE

This agaIn is a 'sequential trip. Because the destination is an

accumulatior6of data on the need for services, the first segment of the

journey is the identification of which programs are to-be inclUded; the

next segment dealS with WW the clients are; the third segment, how the

information is to be gathered 'and finally, what is to be done with the

infOrMatiOn The options in this journey are defined as alternatives

within routes, rather,than options between routes, as ulffitiately to

OOMplete the analysis of client ne d, some o

Yf8)lowed;

on in each route must be

Given that each route must be taken, what resources -do the various options

require? To which programs are the planning resources to be allocated?

Howls this deterMinedT Who is involved in making the decision? How is

the process tested? How complete must the n informationnformation be? What

resources are available to collect it? Is it necessary to provide i

information for each program within the organization each year?

ROUTE ONE==IDENTIFY ROGRAMS REQUIRING INFORMATION

This route might not be necessary ff the resources of the

organizrtion were unlimite4, or at least sufficient to complete a

survey of need for each and every program of the organization. This,

howeVer, is not usually the case. , Therefore, the purpose of this

route is the identification of programs which have the greatest need

fdrjhfOrMation regarding their serviceseither programs in Aire

. straits where use of their services is di.Minishing or-programs with

rapidly' expanding numbers of4clients, In either case, resource

allocation is critical, In the first case, significantchariges may

need .to be made in the prograp. delivery systemif the program is to

survive; In the second case., as the demands for service exceed the
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capabilities and resources 6f-the program;. priorities have to be

established to allocate resources to-the most effective; significant

or necessary services.

***********************************************************

Cauti-on; ROLITICAL WATER HAZARD AHEAD! If analysis

Of client need for services is a new concept in the

organi2ation; selection of programs to be included can

be fraught with peril to the planning unit,: The

selection can have political implications, especially

if all analysis of need As focused on one segment of

* t.he organizationi or only on programs which appearto

* be in "hot wateri" and targeted for termination.

*

*

*

***********************************************************

iOption One-- Participajts Determined by-Top Administrative.

Officers

Top administrative officers decree who will participate, working

with available budget and program information;, if the "route "

must be arranged very quickly; this option has desirable

qualities; the disadvantage is in the feelinj9s of both those

included in the group and those left out! Inclusion may not be

,y4
as,a "positive perk," while at the same time; exclusion may

also be seen to be rejection! In other words, lt1Z,e a parent

selecting one child over another; this paternalistic methodology

ha repercussions.

_Option_ Two--Negotiation for Inclusion in the Group

In this option; the line managers examine and recommend' which,

programs can benefit from an analysis of client need for

service. The decision to use this option still rests with the

I
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administration but there is oppoqunity for pr gram managers; or

the administrative officers; to negotiate the ecesSity'or

opportunity to be included; This may be a subtle difference; and

One of process more than ultimate outcome. -The advantages-lip in

the more open style; the disadvantages in the time the process

may consume.

If analysis of need for service; or market analysis; is a new...

concept to the organization; 4 full explanation of the concept

and the process needs to be provided; Then; within each major

division; managers and administrators can examine which, programs

may benefit from the Analysis; Programs_requlring the market

information are prioritized within each division. After .

information is collected from each division, the administration

can p itize the total listing and balance against theltime and

res drces of the planning unit,-

Option Three--Field Test

With this option; one program_ is selected (eitnerjv the

:administration or through tPe negotiation option) with ~which to

field test a Process which has been developed by the planning

unit. Ideally the program selected would be.typical of many in

the organization and have a readily recognizable need for

information from,its clients. Since this service will be

available to all programs at a later date; a seminar can be

conducted deseribing the components and criteria for

participation after,the pilot market analysis is concluded.

*******************************************************

Cautinn: Care in selecting tile program to pilot *

may influence and possibly increase interest and

* willingness of programs to participate.

*******************************************************
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Following the pilot test with the one program it is possible to

returnto other options.

Option FourPartitipatiOn py Request Grily

When the analysis of peed or demand for program services has

become an accepted feat-rire of program planning, this option may

be feasible: This option requires-an understanding of the

process and acceptance Of the usefulness of the information.

Dp_ti_orii-te7-Regular Rotation

Again; as the process betbmes an accepted part of the planning

cycle, or as criteria are deV.elopedia regular rotation, or

review of the market; can be conducted.

The following factors are important to consider:

Criteria: What criteria should be used?. Possibilities

include budget size or cost overrun; client sati5faction; and

program growth or decline. Clearly .established criteria can

eliminate the perception 'cif one program being siomeed out;

especially in a time of: financfal retrenchment. Need for some

flexibility in selectibh is also a consideration;

Cycle: ShbUld programs be considered on a regular rotation

basiscycling through a needymarket analysis every year;

every two years, etc.? Need ;for the information; time and

resources of the planning staff are considerations.
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Process: Who should conduct the analysis - -the program; the

planning unit; an outside agency? The program may have access

to gowtinformation; but appear to haye a bias; an outside .

agency can be expensiye, though may have resou-rces unavailable

to-the brigani2afibn;- Resources of the internal planning unit

remain a consideration.

8 Training: Especially if a need or market-analysis is a new

concept and process; it may be necessary to provide

information to managers and staff at all levels in both the

concept and the process. Training links-with both time and

resources as factors--the training itself takes time and

resources; but in the long run may save time.

Level of activity: The process should outline the level of

activity of administrator-5; managers and st&ff-r-defining

whether they will be involved in preliminary activities; such

as identifying clients and information needed, or whether they

will also be involved with the planning staff in data

analysis.

Differential Analyses: Consideration needs to be given to

the-type and method of analysis based upon the. type of

function the program provides. For example; internal or

support services may,requires different strategies than

external client ,,dwites; Program selection -Cate impact the

grouping of functions for analysis.

ROUTE TWO -- CLIENT POPULATION; SAMPLE; INFORMATION

The outcome of of,this route is to determine the client population

and sample; what information is needed and who has it; Options

include very structured identification by one group to a more

collegial methodology.



Option One -- Planning Unit

The piapning,"Unit; acting independently; determines the

populltion; sample and ihfOrMAtiOn. This'expedites selection;

but depending upon the information and contacts Of the planning

.unit; may omit either appropriate clients or questions; More

importantly; this option elfMinates the sense of ownership or

investment by program staff which comes froM participating in

initial activities;

-Option_lmoProl.ram Manager

.One logical option WOOldappear-to be to gather informaticKon

current users or clients from the program manager. Thit is a

sensible, well=tr-yelled 'Option; but if; used can

leave some intere ting sub-options unexplored. The perspective

may be more liMite' than necessary; In addition; the rbUte may

present some road-iflocks to a suctettfUl journey; the program

manager has a special:interest ig the outcome and may not Wish to

jeopardize the result by inclUding.former, or dissatisfied;

clients;

()Won Three -- Program ManagerandPlar_nning_Staff

The planning staff and program staff work together to determine

the route. The pl'anning'taff°gathers basic information from the

program manager on present; past and potential clients. In

addition, the planning staff seeks information frOM Additional

sources; both within and outside of the organization; regarding

configuration of similar programs; The adVahtage of having the

planning and program ttafft work together'accrues not only in the

possibility of increasing the infortiatiOhi bUt also in
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satisfaction with the results. If the participant is

dissatisfied with the choice of option or fellow traveller; the

result of the journey will not be vieWed with much appreciation!

Option Four = = Not Only Who, -au-t-HowMa-ny,-

The potential clients have been identified; it is knom who has

the necessary information. But how many can travel the route?

What should the size of the sample be? To a great extent this

depends upon the size of the client population; the time and

resources of the staff; and the choice of technique and analysis.

The considerations outlined in Option One through Three

apply--planning staff and program managers working independently;

or working together. Rather than having the planning staff make

apparently arbitrary decisions as to size of the sample; working

together willdo a lot to ensure that the program manager hat .

1 confidence in the data once it has been collected. Depending

upon the expertise, additional research staff may be necessary to

provide inforMation on statistical analysis, i.e.; reliability;

validity of sample , etc.

Using a telephone survey technique with a small client

pppulation may allow for a 100% sample, with manual data

analysis. In another case a written survey may be chosen for a

population of several hundred, still having a 100% sample, and

using canputer analysis techniques. However; the same population

of several hundred may require a small sample; if a telephone

technique is applied.
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-Option Five: InformationNeeded

Again; the considerations outlined in Option One. through Three

apply--planning staff and prograM managers working independently;

or working together; Working together to identify both the

informatibn needed and developing specific questions verifies

that the questions will actually collett the appropriate

information. Depending upon the expertise of the managers and

planning staff; additional research staff May be called upon for
.0a

develbpment of questions and format to ensure ease in analysis.

In addition, deOision makers at levels abbVe the cogram manager

may have need for informatiOn that is not apparent either to the

planning or prograM staff. ProVidifig for'review--f questions by

adminitfration prior to the conduct of the sure y e ures that

the appropriate-data will be collected based up n the broader

perspective of administration;

Option Six: Accessible clients

There may be some natural groupings of clients which Will reke

the data collection process more efficient. For example; regular

meetings of particular groups or advisory boards May include a

broad cross section of flirt, deSired population. Consideration

-must be giVon to whether or not the group is representative, and

what to do about surveying those members not attending a

particular meeting;

********************************************1**********

Snaps -hot: The SuperintendentS of districts in

* Santa Clara County meet monthly with the county *

Superintendent. Part of one meeting, was used fora *

a paper and pencil survey of the of the pertep=

flon of district need for service from the county *

Office.

********************************************************
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********************************************************

Snapshot: The Educational Media Center Advisory

Committee, which includes teacher and administrato

repreOentatives from each district within the

county responded to a survey of district need for

media services. 4' *

********************************************************

Some additional factors which are important to consider:

Time: Although it may be easier and quicker for the planning

staff, for example, to develop a process in isolation, the

hazards of this option cannot be SOffi4iently stressed.
_

'UnletS great care is taken, the planning staff can be placed

in the position of making detiS4ons Whith in truth should be

.made _by program staff, simply due to the pressure of time.

Program Bias: Care must also be:taken to avoid a natural

Ilias that can accrue to program staff.

ROUTE THREE--COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

Just as some vehicles are better than others for exploring different

types of terrain, some techniques are better than others for

identifying the level of need:Or deMand fbr services for different

programs. Tle theme of this option will be to identify the best

technique for the ctillectiOn and analysis of information needed.

t
Option_Oneelephone Interview - Pre-arranged time

This option works very well when a preliminary telephone call

establishes the purpose and format of the interview and
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tc.

establisfies a specific appointMent for the interview-call-. the
, -

appointment'should include the estimated duration of the

interview. The interviewer uses a pre-set qUesttonnaire;,

comprised ,mostly of items to be cheeked.., ,olniAntsihowever7can

be included. The survey can be extensive limited; depending'

upon the resources to employ interviewers. It is importaIlt for

interviewers tO4iavvsomoexpertise in the subject if comments

are.eliciiedany interpretation reqUiredi°or deviation from the

explicit wording allowed.

Option Two:

questions

phOfte'interview Pre - arranged tine and

In addition to the-arranqeMents in Option One; the list of

questions- -is mailed to the respondent. Thit addition allow5

.reSpondentt to seek out any specific informa"tion they. ineyNtot
4

have readily af hand.

Option Three: PeTTUnal Interview

I

The purposeiformat and dUratidn of the interview is

pre7a,rranged. The interviewee may be provided with a-'Copy of the

questionnaire. The interview may..be .recorded with tap or notes
_

by one or two interviewers. Thgq6estions can int e.checklist,:.
,

scaled responses, w.ith,oppdrtunity for comment as .well as purely

open-ended questions. Pk latItUde'and type of=.questions; the

level Of.the respondent w411 determine the necessary level of

,.expertise of the interviewers. Whenetor any follow -up questions

are encouraged; or any interpretation or syntheses of the' results

-is'required; the interviewers must have .expertise in the topic *i

areas.
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************************:*******************4*************

Snapshot: During the second year Of strategic

* -planning at the Santa Clara County Office of

Education each of the thirty -seven district super-

* intendents in the county participated in an in-depth *

pe*Sory,interview, The interview encompassed the

*

superintendents' perceptions of trends in education, *

their need for service from the intermediate unit

and an assessment of the environment in which

education functions today.''

*********************************************Ii***********

Option- Four:.Wri-ttenSurvey---a_Miled

The survey instrument is mailed, with a cover letter, to

appropriate respondents. Depending. upon the size of .the sample

and the necessary response rate; fallow-up letters ean:be sent to

non-respondents.

Option Five: Written. Survey--Hand-carried

With this option, the questionnaire can be administered either

indiVidually or witha groUp. individually; -the time and
1

durati n of the process is predetermined., This option can be

used sue essfullz_with a group which meets regularly, in which

case the item woftd be on the agenda for the meeting. The staff

person administerpig,the survey explains the purpose and format;

responds to questions, and distributes and collects the

i"rf instrument.

Decisions need to be made regarding whether or how to obtain

results from members of the group not in attendance at that

particular meeting. The survey can be mailed, with a cover
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'letter, administered at 'a latPr meeting,

be sufficient without their respqnses.

the sample size may

Factors which are importano-considdr wilen choding one of the

options above include:

Language: USe*termjnology strch as "market analysis" may

be foreign to respondents.- The term "needs assessment" or77-

"assessment of need or demand" may be more 'familiar and

appropriate In additiOn to the terminology itself, the

survey may require translatioh.ihtd.-another language,

depending upon the respondents; For example, a parent survey

in a heaviIy7Thispanic or Viethames area may need to be printed

in more than One language;

ize-of4opulatie J,P, The size of the population and

sample influences th technique unless resources are

unlimited: What is possible for a small group; for example, a

personal, in=-depth interview; would be prohibitively expensive

with a large sample.

Use of Data: Whether th4data requires_in-depth analysis of

opinions; perceptions; trehdt, etc. influences the collpction

criteria. Checklists provide clear, unequivocal data;

4.0mments may provide data with a more nuance and breadth.,'

edibilit :
Regardless of what technique, the data must be

credible to the user/interpreter Or the effort will be wasted.

I-OervieWert: The interviewers' level of knowledge of the

program as well as the. skill and training in interviewing

techniques isamportant to consider% An unskilled

interviewer, or-Ohe With limited program knowledge; can

successful' manage a structured written survey, but not he
4

succetSfUl in. an in-deptWinterview

4 9
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ROUTE FOUR--ANALYSS AND PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

The theme of thi§' route will be the appropriate analysis and

presentation of the data collected in Route ThreeiDecisions made in

Route Three will affect the choice of option herei.

Option One: Manual Tally Numeric-Responses

With a small sample, it is often more efficient to tally

responses; by. hand;

OptioA Two: Computerl-mi_LaTly

4 -

With a larger sample; a computerized 3/Stem may be'faster and

more cost effective. Options' include use of Scantr6n,. orthe

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS).

Option Three: Interpresis.

Comments and responses to open-ended questions require careful

interpretation by persons knowledgeable about-the program and the

information sought; Vocabulary, selection of categories,

.synthesis o xtrapolation of information depends upon the

expertise of the individual recording and interpreting the

results.
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Option Four: Selected Survey Findings

Oftep it is not feasible to present, in one document or at one

time, all of the data collected. In these intt'ances, a selection

must be made; The.skill and expertiS.6 of the individual making

the teleCtiOn again is crucial.: Options include involvement of

program staff in this selectiOn, identifitation of the material

by plAning staff, interviewers and/or by evaluation research:

staff;

dOtion Five: eedbAck of Information to Program Staff

_

Just as managers can be involVed in the tollection of data, they

can actively y a e organization

should bring together the planning staff interviewers and the

program staff for discussion and analysis of\data as soon as data

becOmes available,

Factors which have been mentioned as important to consider in the

alibi/6 options infilude the size le sample, type of instrument, purpose

and use of and Whether pie complete set of data c 1 be

transmitted at one time. Further contideration Of these f-ctors

includes:

I Credibility: In determining the size of the sample the size

of the population, credibility or political acceptability for

,decision making,.as well as available sources and expeqee

;are important to consider.

Presentation: .Factors to consider when not all ihflOatiOn

can be presented at one time are usefulness; brevity and the

type of rating scale'u5ekin the instrument. The type of



.. "...1Y

-infotrmtion required, i.e., percentayes, mean, ranktng will

determine the type of rating scales.

The Program Manager: The ,sooner program managers can get
_

feedback of informationfrom planning staff and hbw they work

together in the analysis a tors which affect the results

of the planning effbrt.

t

Confidentiality: Finally, ther: are surveys which will

require confidentiality of in ividual responses and

respondents': Thiyis especially true when a survey includes

questions or solicits comments on satisfaction or

performance. A carefully thought out process is imperative,

as is confidence in the integrity of the individuals handling

the original data. v

SUMMARY

Many different 60-tions,have been presented for the identification of

clients, the information needed, and techniques for collecting and

analyzing that information. Different options call for different levels

of involvement of program and planning'staff; administration and

respondents; The option chosen must fit the unique needs of the.

organization, its structure-and decision-making process. The data

collection process itself is key; data can and does change and therefore

must be priodically reassessed;_ A palaceerected op a shifting database

is sure to crumble! When the process is accepted; feasible anst:

comfortable to the orgariiziti-bn- assessment of need can become 41natural
_1 ? A

part of planning for the future. No single pre-determined process will

reach that level of acceptance--the process,needs to be adapted to the

organization, just as the tent adapts to the shffting desert sands.

3

'Time and patience are pre-requisites both to trie 'design and implementation

of the analysis of need..ftr services--time fors -- training in concept and'
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prOCeSS,4ime to work with program staff identifying neededAnformatioh;

time for Synthesis and analysis of results. Above all, perhaps time

deVOted to the development of change strategies based up a the..

information.

The analysis of.need,lor market analysis; provides. data--information for

decision making--it does not make decisions. The data must be up-t o-date;

adequate_ in terms of size of sample, tested at the practitioner level, and

'presented in a useful may; But data is no substitute for judgement -aid

the bet judgement is based on a balance of data and knowledge built

through experienee="gut" or 7intuition, if you; will. UltiMately; bowever.,

someone within the organization, takes responsibility for using the-data:

collected &wing the.analysis; together with professional judgement, in.

making decisions regarding the futUre.

AA.
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CHAPTER FGUR--ANALYSIS OF CURRENT ANDJUTURE EXTERNAL FACTORS

''(Environmental Analysis)

FOCUS: WHAT'S HAPPENING OUT THERE IN THE REAL-WOR1D-7

The udestination" of the environmental portion'of the jatirney'is the

identificatioh of probable future trends or events, together_ with

implitatTanS, Whith are likely to impact programs within the organization.

ThiS is a.jbUrney into the future. It is an adventure in exploration of

probabilities; The outcome of the journey will determine the approach to

other adventures, problems. and challenges.

_ -

Depending upon the skills, expertise; background and experiences the

traveller brings to the adventure; there may be little new information.

Rather, on this jOurneythe traveller can -expect, to experience a

broadening oifision, integrating and bringing into perspettive a great

)1

deal of informat --an and knowledge. The ultimate dettination of strategic

planning is far e traveller to-achieve a systematic decision-making

orbcess using the vision and perspective gained in the journey into the

analysiOf-the environment.
.i.

Latal school districtsoperateWithin the context of .a la-ger environment;

they do not operate in a vacuum. This is probably even more true of an-,---

intehnediate' education agency since -it serves as an arm of the state,
I-
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Sometimes as an arm of the federal goVernment; and can have 5uch a

multiplicity of functions; including direct instruction to children. An

analysis of thiS environment examines external forces which impact the

organization; In this trip; the larger environment is defined as the

social, political/legislative; economic and educational strata of the
_

state and the nation. Fattots in each of these arenas directly or

indirectly affect policies; the ability to meet demands for service and

even the overall mission or purpose of an organization;

For example, an agency may make a policy decision to provide a service for

which there is a need andWhith is appropriate within its mission;

although such aseryite may be little known or understood by state

political leadetS. Depending upon society's perception of the need; the

financial and political support may, or may note be available to provide
__

that service. If an agency is aware of political attitudeS; the choice

can either be made to abandon the,program; based upon lack of support; or

to actively work to see that timport is forthcoming; if it is determined

that the program is too important to be abandoned. In otherwords; with

an understanding of what is. happening in the "outsideworld;" decision

makers have a thbite in shaping the future of the organization:

A complete analysis of the environment includes identifying elements to be

included; collection of data, analysis of data to identify trends and

implications, presentation in a manageable format; review and update. The

basic purpose is to provide management with information about the

"outside" world which:will be useful in setting the direction of the

brganizatiOn. InfOrMatiOn must have a broad enough scope to use in

setting the direction of the total organization, yet be specific enough to

be useful in determining trends and implications to indiVfdual programs.

Below are examples of two environmental "snapshots ".

Through the collection of infOrMatiOn and development of trends which will

impact education; alternative scenarios of the future can be developed

from which thbitet can be made. This futures perspective; with the

possibility of a choice in that future; is central to-the strategic

panning effort.
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*************************************************************

Snapshot: There is an identifiable trend in'Santa

* Clara County toward an increase in the Asian

population. This trend has implications for education,

* for example; in curriculum and staff development.

Implications for specific programs within the county

* office might include providing additional courses to

* teachers to help them understand the major Asian

* cultures from which the immigrants have come, learn

teaching strategies, and develop curriculum materials

*************************************************************

*************************************************************

Snapshot: There is a trend throughout the United

States toward an information based society--information

technology through comp*ers. The implications for

education include providing curricula that will allaw-

* students to function. in the new technological era;

locating funding for the "hardware" and "software"

necessaryi andloroviding staff development in the

administrative and classroom use of computers. Impli-

* .cations for the county office are in curriculum develop- *

*_-merq, including software analysis'ind evaluation; and

* inlf&Vicyng courses for teachers and administrators

in use of the technology in both classroom and office.

*************************************************************

*

41 k !I_

Because the destination is the, i'd6ntification of probable trends, together

With implications for the organizaton, there are a number of routes from

which to choose. For a variety of.reasons (politics; time, resources,
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- etc.) a combination; or "scenlroute may be preferabTe to a more direct

route Some of the routes are: Establish an Ahalysis Team, Develop

Alternative Scenarios of the Future, Interviews; Literature ReSearch;

Seminars and Conferences; aid Public ForUM;

How do you choose the most appropriate route? What information is

needed? What affects the organization? Who can identify the information

needed? An intermediate unit prObably .does not need to have information

On the number of live condorsi: the annual aihfall; or the rate of

enlistment in -the Navy; but doet need information on what the. legfslature

is considering-fn educational finance and demographic information on the

number. of children under the age five. One ofithe challenges is to narrow

the scope of data collection/information to a manageable size. Another is

to identify, at each step; how informatiOn will be channeled to and from

management, staff; governing board and public.

What resources; or "vehicles," are available to reach the destination?

constant balance needs to be achieVed between level of participation,

time, and resources.. Choice of a particular route will be based upon and

determined, by who can be or needs t6 be involved and what role tfiey will

play.

In practical terms.;- how can the expertise of internal managers and staff

be used? Will only in-house staff be involved in the analysis or can

outside resources; or "experts;" brought into the process. If so; Ni what

areas and NAV will they be used? What is tiie role of the planning staff?

**********************************************************

* Warning: HazardbUt journey ahead. Alternate, routes

available. You may want to try alb routes, but be

*

prepared for a long, arduous and costly adventure.

**********************************************************
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ROUTE ONEL ESTABLISH AN ANALYSIS TEAM

4

The expectation in takingthis route'it that a team ofjndividuals

Will work together to identify trends within society and within

education itself. which have' implications for planning for the major

programs of the :organization; The Team may identifY data needed

(i.e., elements in the environment to be examined), collect and

analyze the dicta, as well as extract the trends and implications.

The Team, depending upon its membership and expertite, may also

formulate alternative futdre StenaHOS7ba$ described in Route Two;

Option-One--In-house Team 5t Staff Level

The analysis team is comprised of planning unit research,

writing and management staff plus representatives frOm each

major operating diVition of the organization; There is latitude

within this option to include additiOnal staff, such as the

kidget officer, evaluation or research staff; This team

configuration is fairlY easy to initiate, since all team members

are staff of the organiiation; It does not, hbWeVer, directly

tap the thinking of top management.

Option TW0==I =.house Team_at_Top_AdministratiVe Level

The team includes the Superintendent Or chief "adMinittrative

officer and top administration, i.e., Assistant Superintendents,

from each majcr operating diVition; The plannOng unit sevves,as
,

staff to the team. The strength of this approach is that

thinking of top mana6Ment it brOdght directly into the. process at

an early stage as well as the psychology of working at .a team.

This team effort is often Mbte diffiCu4t to achievetwhen the team
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is composed ofindividuals who are each leadert in their own

arena- -each is used to being the"team leader;" A weakness to

this approach is the exleme difficulty which may be encountered

in betting an adequate time commitment;

-Option Three - -In -house Team with Outside Expertise

In 40ditibA'AO in=house team members, whether at staff or

superintendent level, the organization can add local educational

ncy representation at the Assistant Superintendent or

u erintendent level, an economist, legislative analyst, futurist

or others identified as necessary to the process. Depending upon

the organization; its purpose and clients, this option expands

the total team expertise and viewpoint.

**************************************************41***********

* Snapshot: The first Analysis Team the at the Santa
_

* Clara Cqpnty Office of Education was composed of the

Assistant Superintendents from each division of ',the

Office, two Dittrict representatives (a Superintendent

and anAssistant Superintendent forCurriCUlUm), an

economist and futurist from SRI International.

*

* _The second Analysis Team consisted of the entire

* Superintendents Council of the Office, which includes

the Superintendent, Chief Deputy Superintendent, and

* SUPerintendentS. Two DistrictSuptrintendents and an

* ,ieconomistifutbrist eyiplettd the Tearti.

,*****************i***vi;i**************************************

*. <

413:,
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4

OptionA -Board Anterpreters-

This option calls for a panel of experts to identify policy

issues and trends in-education. The panel .can include

individual& from inside the organization and/or other:retogniZed
~

:leaders. .Areas of expertise would need to cover a broad spectrum.

Aithin education and include curriculum, finance, governance,

staff development, and labor relations', plus specialized areas

such as,,vocational or special education; Th panel idOitifieS

two 0three major issues facing, education and particularly the

intOrmediate unit. These issues are then the topit for in=depq
. ,

policy analysis.

The panel can wefk in private, work-study *sessions, and/or

convene in a fbublic session, with intermediate unit and'district

board, administration and staff in attelndance.1

-),--
k

When considering this route, the following factors will be

important to keep in mind-:

c/-

e Risk/perspective: During the original degelopment phase

of a planning process, using an internal, staff-level

team maintains internal control', reduces exposure and

Ateips broadcasting any shortcomings during the learning

stage. Although this option may appear to have less

risk; in the long run it may increase, the risk tothe

overall process if support of top management is not

maintained or if a broad enough perspeCtive is not

achieved.

I Time/Style:_ Ability to commit time is a key factor,

especially when top adMinistratiye officers form the
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analysis team. In depth analytfs'kf the type necessary

---- requires tUtOantial blocks of away from

.0Straction of telephones or other appointments. At also

requires ability to function' in a consensual mode as the

broad, range of trends in society is discussed and focused

On implications for edu6tion.

....

..

I Use Of. results: To whom the team Conveys the results- of

its work- -the trends and their imp1i6ations for edition

programs within the organization and how the results will

be used in the planning process needs Consideration.
--.40

i Expectation:' The expectation or purpott of: the activity

itself, i.e.; infOrMationgathering,an0 expectation

regarding what the activ_ y will do td the__ anning 0°

process, i.e., hOW it will fit, needs to be ns,dered.

Is the purpose to gather information- or i the purpose /

air to disseminate informapion to t pOrticfpatingi (

increasing awareness and underfstyding of the process
----

.t

itself?

ReSpons;ibilities: What the eam ivfesponsib foe

needsto be a major factor in etermining the sefection

of team members. Is the team to reflect the thinkin of

E9p mana6ement; or provide independent analysis of

lihformation; whichthen will be presented to top

management? What level of activity isexpected of iiike

team members? If the team is responsible for activity

such as outlined in Route Two; 'scenarios; its compdsition

will probably be differeht thi if the level of activity k

consists of examination of available documents; such as

census reports or enrollment projections; It the team

responsible for identifitatiOn of thedata which. needs

analysis; its collection or origination; or is fts job,

the analysis and interpretation?.
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io Expertise /resources: Few planning units have internal
staff wi th? wide enough expertis e to both identifY and

provide data for each of the.inid.gr.a(-eas which are likely
to be included in any envi ronmettal 'analysis. For

example, the art of future forecasting or outlining
probable al ternative futures is a highly specialized
field. Future forecasting in economics as well as in '`a
very broad social context provides a solid base f ,

information on economic reality and social probability.
In addi wi 044 ,di strict "representation
Ana 1,0 i Tearp;. the perspective for the: ihtermtdiate unit
Is frOm 'Onside out" .rather than al towffig for "client"
pers t

I

ROUTE TWO--DEVELOP ALTERNATIVE SCENARIOS OF THE.FUTURE

A .

Alternative views of the fine can be developed ba,Sed, on logical
probabilities:

5'
An established method ay in planning is theAl development of, one or

morel. views of the future based upon logical 'probabilities. Often, at
least two alternative Fetlitarios Are developed, based upon "Best" and
"Worst" probabilities The scenarios are based upon data determined

to have potential impact on the organization.

_O_p_tian One -- Developed by Analys -is Team

The Analysis Team will identify the information upon which
scenarios will be based; and with planning staff, prepare' the
scenarios.
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uption 'crC

The "futuring experts"; wO g with ttieedocational experts on
r

the Analysis Team and 01 ning staff; will identify the elements

,torbe included, prepare the scenarios and review theM with the

Team.: (See Appendix 1.)

Olition-Three,--nimmling__Sta ff. _Reviews Data) Develops sce ario

Internal planning staff will review.colleged data' d prepare

scenarios, or a document projecting into the futilTe WhAch

.hypothesizes about "hoW,things will be in various educatibnal

programs or with various issues in education. (See Appendix 2 =

\h DATELINE 1988).
. Mf

When tonsidering this route, there are a nuMber of factors to keep in4g.

mind.

0 Team Makeup: Fist, the choice bf route will depend upon

the makeup of the analysis Team,'the expertise; resources of

the planning staff and on the year; or Ace:alang the
,

route; of planning. If the planning process is in place `in

the organization (one "trip" has been made and "destination";

reached), a solid data base developed with alternative

future scenarios,

internal :analysiS

then an "update" mechanism may be the

and preparation of the pos4tiop.pariKki

"how things will " An example;ofzsuch e'd0tUMentjs

own in Appendix 2 DATELINE, 1988.

Co ncentration: With educatioWs finantiel woes, the

temptation to concentrate on economic analysis and
--

forecasting is great. In planning the analysis; however;

serious considg'repon must be given to obtaining a broad
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social' perspectiVe. An economist will provide one

perspective; a social futurist provides a counterpoint.

Using the expertise of externafeconomists and social

futurists also brings the extensive resources of other-

organizations to bear on theplanning Rcocess.

ROUTE THREE=-ANTEnIEWS

individual and/or small group interviews can becconducted with people

who.have expertise/experience in specific areas included in the

analysis of the environment or programs currently operating within the

`environment; For exampje, interview an individual with experNse in.

demographics and an individual with expertise in bilingual education.

The organization can use internal managers, staff, district contacts

and/or the_analysis teatn-to identify potential interviewees.

Interviews can be based upon alternate, future scenarios, if they are

avaiiable, or on questiont deVOlOped by staff. The organization

shoufd provide interviewees with-the scenarios 0d/dr qiifstions in

advance. of the interview anq can involve the analysis team; and:

oppropriate internal or-6gram managers in the'development of questions.

'
401'

Option One--Personal, :indivldual_Interviews

I 7

A planning staff member pid/or Analysis Team riembei- tandUttt the

personal interview, and: transcribes the result from a tape_

recording or natesv A .scenario and prepared questions are used

as a base; enhancing and developing additional themes as the

interview progresses. ' ft
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Option Two-- Indinidaal TelephonelInterview

The interviewer pre-arrange the interview (making one call to.

explain the process and obtain Consent to interview). A specific

appointment for a second telephon- contact to conduct the

interview is set at that time./ Th interviewer then mails .

scenarios and /or questions wit dequa te timefOr interviewee to

review_prior to interview call. Nj.

('

Option Three--Personal Small-Group Interviews: Same Subject

The organizatlon brings together a group of people With

expertiSe in the same area, for exapPle, all with expertise

publictiips or migrant education, and records and

transcribes the results.

tion_fg0--Personal Interview: Complementary/ Expe-rt_ise

, -other route is to bring together people wit eomOenentary

expertise. This group might include people with information on

current legislation and t ?'state-wide economic outlobk.",

b

ti

Option Five--Intern'al-Interviews

Interviews are conducted with internal staff members who have

expertise in the particular' subject area,

4c
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Option SixExtern arose

interviews are conducted :with individuals separate frtm the

organization who have expertise in.a specific area They-may be

'persons with expertise in education* in other:areat such_AS

demographics, economics, legislation; etc;

Option Seven--External Interviews: GeneP.al Expertise

The interviewers may conduct in-depth interviews with

individuals who have broad knowled4 and persfective; i.e,
-ob.=

diStrict superintendents f an overview of issues faced by

districts,:br assistant superintendents for curriculum or Staff

deVelOpMent issues. In one instance, in-depth interviews were

conducted with district superintendents; Two interviewers, each

taking ncites, conducted-the hour and a half intervi_64,covering a

;range of issues from identification of significaitt trendsih
/

ejtiets, to need for servicA6 es,. In this instance, the interview

results were bertinentJor both the environmental and market

atialysis.. (See Appendix 3 - Sample. interview questions.)

*Men considering this route, the following factors will be important

to keep in mind:

Aor
Credibility:, The real value of the information

collected through the interviews is in the credibility of

the materiailydata collecttd; Therefore, the people using

the information need to: ,have opportunity to suggest

interviewees; formulate questions; and generally be

:involved. Obtaining a balance of viewpoints is

essential; (only supportive opinion may come from
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internal staff); negatiive or contradictory opinion needs

to-be solicited. Planning staff remains neutral and

researches to obtain a variety of dpinion.

The candor of the interview may depend upon whether the

interviewee is to be quoted or whether the information .is

for background. Internal expertise should not be

overlooked (there may be nationally known experts

in-house, for example). In other cases, externr opinidn

may provide a broader perspectjve.

,Resources: Again,exPertise and resources may dictate

routes; Transcribing tape recorded material is

time-consuming; a staff,member may be able to take notes

and transcribe more quickly. Travel is expensive; long

distantetelephone interviews may be. more feasible.

follow-up: Sending transcriptions of the interviews to,_

the participants provides opportunity to verify data and

up-date information for a sybsequent planning phase.

ROUTE FOUR -- LITERATURE RESEARCH

In this route,' staff reviews current literature (periodicals,

newspapers;ftrtiaks), 4n-pertinent areas. Significant information On

trends and iMpliotivISJor educational planning can be extracted,

summerired, apd Included:i1141anning documentation.

Option One - -- planning Staff Research /Review

Planning staff iden fies, reviews and summarizes material;

Staffs must have backgr expertise to betware of

resod rces/topics.
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Option:Two-jERICSeerch

Library staff conducts search, planning staff does review and

analysis.

Option Three -- Graduate, Student Research/Review

A person outside the organization is hired to research and

summarize information, based On iide-ritification,of topics/needs

planning .staff.

Option Four--Program- Managers Iderpify Source

Progcam managers identify sources and topics. Research and

analysis is done by planning staff or outside person..

When considering this route, the following factors are important to

keep in mind:

S Timelines-s of information: Some areas within the

. environment must be constantly tested and reviewed. In

.others, events occur rapidly; legislation* for example,

can sometimes' move quickly through committees: In these

tereas, recency of research becomes a'key factor.

Reviewing and summarizing a book may provide little valid

information, where weeklpOr monthly monitoring of

oertain-newSletters may provide valuable data.
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O. Purpose-- Literature review must be'S6ited to the

subject and the purpose, whether it is to provide a

foundation of basic information or to monitor current

events.

- ;

ROUTE FId --SEMINARS AND CpNFERENCA

Key areas in the environment can be identified for monitoring;

attending _selected conferences keeps staff g-east of very current

theories, usually before material is available in print.

Op-tion__One--Planning Staff

Planning staff attends conferences band includes information in

.documentation.

Option TWO==Other Staff

Staff. rom other units attend conferences and provide

.notes/taps to planning staff..

Opti:on Three--Oistritf Representatives

tives, perhaps those who have served with the

VI whom staff has direct contact, attend and

to planning staff;

3.J
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ROUTE SIX -- PUBLIC FORUM

In a public setting, with an invited audience, topics of general

interest to the education community may be examined;

Option One--Structure: Panel Interviews

One route is to conduct panel discussions or interviews with

resource people expert in the topic area As with the individual.

interviews, th- interviewers will provideAuestions, an1
-explanation of he purpoSe and fOrMat of the Forum to

participants in advance; The questions'can be drawn from

implicatiOnS in scenarios, if t have been developed; or based

upon expertise of program mabagers and school distric t

repreSentatiVeS. :
The inte4feweTs;,will use the questions to

begin the interview or cliscussion, encouraging the participants

'to expand upon these and additional tOpics.7flne hazard along:-

this route isbeing locked in to the pre-determined:queStions. A

facilitator and/or member of the planning staff'or analysis team

should, direct questions to participants. Decisions wilr'need to'

be made as to whether the entlre audience will liF.ten to the same

panel/interyiewi or Whether two or more options wiH he provided;
_

based.ukin audience interest; (SeeJkppendix 4,'Sample Agenda)

Option Two--Structure: Workshop

An alternate to the interview format is to provide a workshop

setting,,have a small group generate ideas, pool expertise on af

Particular subject, and have a resource person summarize;

:,syntheszfy..and expand upon the subject. This format would be

pi4fty.ulally appropriate for a grOup with considerable expertise,
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Or where the task. was to identify trends and implications from

the larger societal picture and to focus those trends upon

education, or a particular aspect of education -- for example,

employment trendS focused on vocational education;

Option Three--Keynote Speaker

One rbUtd.MAY provide the audience with an introductory; keynote:

Speaker facusin:g on general "futures1 issues, current tato.=of

educational finance, legislation; etc; The keynote presentation

i49 draw the audienCeJ6to thfnking a futures mode prior to

articipating in
interviews{);

workshOps,:,dfc;

Option four--e6:uctur: Audience Team

The ,organijW6npray specifically invite each district or

(educat)onal agenc#Within. the county to send a "team." The

:,. suggested team WOUld.include board member; superintendent;

principal, teacher, classified representation and parent.

t.

Choice

In this option the,choice of topics will be key; they must be

suited to the interests and heeds of the participants ais well as

the purpose to be:achieved. As long they are of general

interest; topics can be progrdL spe ific, (vocational education);

concerned with areas common to all, (personnel. resource& or labor

relations); or directed toward very broad philosophical issues;

(general needs of children or society's percOpti;on of

education). Topics suchtas computer technology' will be of

interest to districts from :,elementary through community college

as well as ieit8tdiat8 age4ies. Topics can be in both

instructional and support areas.
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There will' necessarily need to be a balance between the choice
<$

of tqics and resourge people available.

.
Topics to be included inthe Forum will be, determined by the

planning staff and/or the analysis team, with a process to obtain

suggestions for topics and resource people, or speakers, from

internal managers.

When considering this routei the following factors will be important

to keep in mind:-

Presenters/Participants: In selecting resource people

to participate in the Forum; -4 is essential-to ensure

that a balante of opinion and perspective-will be

presented. For example; if a, topic is collective

bargaining; resource people shoOld include

'reprg6tatiVeS from variouprofessional associations;

unions; maagementinegoitjat,ing experts and perhaps a .

professor, acad--iciani.who is expert in schoot law

and collective bargaining.

Use of Information: It should- be determined-how the

material presented in the Forum is to be used:, In some

manner thiS thfOrmation should be included in:Oe

planning documentation. qs'ideration mu-st,t4

tape r-COrditi transcribing and summarizing'the

inforndtion. Tpanscribing,nd summarizing informatImi,

from tapes can become a lengthy. process: An alternatiVe'

solution isto.have notes taken, if a person' is avatla

with:excellent skills 4n this area.
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4'
'Announcements/Invitations: Announcements and

invitations to participate need to be sent out well in

advance; with consideration being given as to whetheror

not a response is needed indicating the nuOber of Pe4A6

attending frOM One district/agency. Media coverage

before the event; announcements in county-wide

publications and internal Ose publications need to be

scheduled. Dependi g in part upon the purpose of the

invitations;can be extended to media

repreSentatives;:legiSlators; and other community

people. Announcements and invitations will provide an

opportunity for thiS Urger audience to become more aware

of challenges problems in education and hOW people in ,

edUtation are approaching those problems;

Time/LOAtion/Facilities: As with any conference or

workshop; attention mgst be given to -ire of day; time of-

and location anearrangement of fatilitieS. If the'

audience will. consist of people other than employees

1.e.,' board members; community representatives -,

SthedUling will need:to be different than if employees

comprise, the total audience. The event, can be sChedu4di.
.

for late afternoon; early evening or on a Sato-day

option is to schedule from approximately 4:00 to 9:00

=p.m.; with a dinner break; providing a' buffet or light

supper. With this option; thought must be given tb

meeting expenses; charging for the dinner or charging air

fee for the conference. In one instance, a buffet was

actually prepared by planning staff and a small fee

($2.50) charged to cover expenses. Use of cafeteria

facilitieS and personnel is another option; The dangei7:

in not providing a Wght supkr" or buffet if the event

in scheduled from 4 to 9 is that if the audience. must

leave the site for food; it may delay the start of the

second half of the presentation and a portion of the'

aud)ence may he lost.
1
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Planners shoUld avoid the very beginning or ending of /'

the school year, when site people are overwhelmed with

-_work; and be cautious of scheduling too near major

holidays; The Fdrum should be centrally located for easy

access by the majority of-districts. This may be the

County Office; or could be at a district site.

.Facilities need to be ,tailored to the nature of,the

(
pretenta10g. If a: anel interview format ischosen;

chairs came in-s'mple theater style, or chairs and

tables for note-ta ,ng; or eatingAinner.. If the

workshop format is chosen; tables may be necessary or

wall space for charts, etc. -4L
.11 ff

Fee: Whether to charge-a fee'raises the issues of

providing adequate time and resource vvillecting and

aCcounting; as well as the doablvedged issue -of Whetti6

it will enhance or detract from attendante Because of

the commitment of paying A:advance; people seem to be

more likely to attend. The'bther side is that people may

not commit at all if there is a fee attached. As

.

mentioned; this also depends upon whether food if

available; as well as whether expenses for speakers must

be*pyered,

-->
-,,

Analysis of Data: Data collection may be the easy part

of the process! The process dse& to analyze 'the data and

to identify trends and implications is perhapS a% central

aS-the data itself Program,managers areinvOlvectin

identification of issues and questions, resource persons;

literature, etc; Planning staff will 'carry major

responsibility fdr:the collection of't4 data. From that

pbi'nt there are Seve* alternate routes- for the

aWytis, depending upon the breadth of expertise, time

and,-rosour,Ces:t
kt"?
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SO Planning,qaertan analysis, the data, drawing out

both trends and implications;

GO Planning staff can extract trendS and 1implications

and return to program managers for review;

II Original data can be returned to program managers;

=mho extract trends and implictions.

- I

II The analysis tea0rCan extract trends and

implications; with or without assistance of

economists and futifri

managers for review.

sts, and provide data to

CR,egardless of Which choice; the more opportunity

minagers; staff and administration have to review and

assimilate data, the more credible` the process and

the results; It is also important to recognize that

trends nay.be identified which run counter to each

other; For example, there may be a trend toward

ina:easing need in a particular area (i.e.; computer

education); and at the sane time a trenq may indicate

fewer resources to meet that need. (See Appendix 5 for

examples of original data; trend statements and

implications based upon the data.)

Yearly Review: Certain areas Teed either Ionant, or

yearly, monitoring; Planners should schedule a second

cycle of interviews, 'with legislative or economic

experts; for example. They should schedule additional

interviews with new participants to gain a different

perspective; and should provide transcriptions of

innr-v-i-ew notes to intervie4s, with requests for

verification or additional comilents; (See Appendix 6

Interview Follow-up.)
A%
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SUMMARY

Newspapers and/or periodicals can be monitored on

selected topics; including editorial comment for attitude

and trend changes.

Yearly results of.national surveys can be compared with %

local trends.

Key issues in organizations and programs can be

idek ntified and monitored on a selective basis; For.

example; organizational support of key legislation.

Trend statements can be compared from one year to the

next; noting changes-anoVerifying changes/implications

with program managers. (See Appendix 7 for sample. memo

- and sample request for information from program

managers.)

Strategic planning requires. strategic vision - -a clear image of what is

desired. This analysis of external factors projects all who participate

into the realm of future probabili ; enhancing strategic vision. The

`" strength of the process lies in in.i entifyihg trends which impact education;

searching for implications; developing alternative choices and setting a

course of action based upon the best choice fors.the future ofthe

organization. At best; thi8 proces5 enhances the possibilitty f achieving/

the desired future; and at least can influence or mitigate Milli of
k P

negative probabilities.

ffr

.-.-
.

This analysis of external.: factors 1 n the. environm -.4s relatively new

educational planning; but education go longelyean xist jith ivory
-...,i

tower mentality. The environmental analysis lar les how the

organization is connTed to:events in the.larger nviron4647-the outside,
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L.
world. It can identify and allow the organization to deal with

conflicting trendS Whith can lead to conflicting goals and expectations.

(
,-- Together with the clearly defined purposes of the organization and the

`asseSsme-of client need ; the analysiSicf external actors and

development, of alternative choices fOr tjie future sets the stage for the

next journey into decision making.

tilithi the view of the future has much to do with the decisions of

the present; which in turn shape the destination of 'the organization as

the safari continues.

4 a
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CHAPTER OVE==RIDUTES TO-ACTION

FOCUS: DECIS -I ENS AFTER THE DATA IS COLLECTED?.....__

The "destination" of this portion of the journey is the use of planning.

Aata in mou4-Og the organization toward the achievement of its identified

ourpos9s,or mission.

the pbtititaliTidetiSiOn Making culture of the organization and may be the

most pelilotis of all the adventur s the strategic planner has taken. For

if the reSUltS Of the data collection and research are not translgated into

action for the organization to achieve'its purpose, planning hAS beenon a

trip tb.nbWheilet endlessly circlingjn thedesert.lsand, and will

ultimately die from dehydration of resources.

This is truly a safari across the shifting sands of

°

The safari entails the development of a process or presentation and .

..

revil of the information to decision makers at bothadministrative and

-policy- levels; the identifitation of decisions. that need' to ti'q considered

based upon the data and,a structure-for Making those decisions; (i.e..;

f.__ . _ _ t i +.. , . ---
future fUn ingi policies, strategie , eve of service); a structure for

...,

.
setting priorities for the services the orpnization providg. th'p:?:

. -
,,PY- , _

T.:isynchsofwatiOn of budget, evalfuation andlanning'activit. 5.; anakfinally 46

the tr-anation of the pOlicy iecisionS to action at the pr gramAevel.



CHOOSING THE RIGHT ROUTE i
The purposes of the organization have been aefined,the.need-ftrr services

identified and the external factors in the environment which affect the

organization analyzed. The package is ready. How is it to be delivered

and what is to be done with it? Careful attention to choice of route at

this point is, critical.

The planning staff has probablybeen feveri- hly preparing for and taking

the preliminary excursions described in the previous chapte-rs. It is

conceivable that until this point little,attention has been paid to the
_ ...,

eff-rt, either by program managers or de0Sion makers;:evehttiough many of

:the route option's actively solicitedi_cajoled; encouraged, b65wbeat or -

--4_

intimidatec.a certiln level of involvement. But thft was. d ring the data'

(9,.

.cpflection, $ research, phase of strategiOcOanning; deci 1.0ns. affectin4

th4 future of bt'ograms were yet to be made. 'The jotirhey toecision

makiAg TS next and the route must be chOsen.
!

kThosetr Who_ do not '1

.1'.

participate; for whatever_ easoni_ in trayellinTthe route may-not
-.7 _ . _

A '

understand either the i41:i6'a-tions-of the data or the decisions. They are

therefore unlikely to accept, or own, the decisions and will

experience difficulty implementing any actions based on those
,

,. ..

Apci -travelssions. Never has the decision as' to -avels hp path. been more
', .i

'-' critical to the planning process.,

The routes described. below again 'present various options: The roy, s are

not totally sequential; certain routes may be omitted and :Certainly there

are- options within each route. At each juncture, questions must_

asked" Who needs to be involved? In while way? Who makes the d

Mho needs to understand those decisions? Who 18ADOng tothave to upon

decisions? Whataction will e required? -What will happen if fhe:

deciSloris are not understood; hot clear,, cannot he implemenled?
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ROUTE ONE:=PLANttfiG WORKSHOP:' ADMINISTRATIVE REVI TEAM FOR

-erkANIING D

_
The-expectation in taking this route it Ihe developm t of an appropriate

format for review of the planning data tiY the adMinistrative officers of

therorganiza0kOn.. Eath of the botibris:p4s6pposes that the review will

take_place in a workShop setting TheROtonSdre in the level and type

ofparticipation by vanoustraveller-.
N

A -
Administrative ReVieW with nning Staff.

6

In this--option,the adMinistrative-body (sup rintendent, assistant

superintendents; etc.) meets with the pla.nnin staff. The datais

transmitted to the administration prior to the meetytg, which, is held

in a'Setting Wherethe group is likely t4-be uninterrupted anci:,

therefoe- will 'be able to focus its complete attention to the review.

.Staff provides .facilitXiOn in Obving through the information.-

Qpti-bb-Twp:__-Administrative pevieitith Planning, Budget and

Evaluation Staff

Thit option expands the staff participation to include 'the budget

ficer_and evaluation staff. Although planning should avoid being,

driveh b the budget, budget information impacts decisions; The

presence f the budget`vff.icer enables administration to Ave

first=hand, p=to-date informatiOn on programs throughoUt the

organizatipn. Evaluator$' provide the added dimension of in-depth

-assessment.
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Option Three: Administrati

If district representatives and any outside resource persons served

on the/analysis eeamAe'fined in Chapter Four, they'cante*Vited to

-Drticipate; particularly in the part of the review that tOVer,S their

areaiof expertise or interest.

C.

Option Four: Administrativ Review with.Prog-rarn Mana9ers-
. .

with'

Line managers paqiCipate i.n the review in this option; Although the

managers Wiii-,:hal;re worked with theirrespective administrators and the

'7anning staff'in the developmept orprouarlinfOrmatioa4. the managers

can ,serve in_either'of two ways. The first sub-option would be 'for

thelndgers to;,0

::

,nt!the program .review to the administrative

for thestaff; the Second- -option would be f respopsible
-

adminiStrati'Ve officer to-present the review; withtthe line manager

serving as resource tr adddittonal,.more specifte program

information:
f .

The adVaptege in t4ving the line mtnagersAeOnt at.the review

accrues both to the administrative team anerthe-MOnag The is

increased lik1ihood that al ',pertinent information will be available;

plus ti-ie managerst-sense of 'participation in the --deciOdn making

process will be enhanced. The'drawback may hp that,the number of

people involved-makes thestructureopo unwieldy or time consuming that

deciSions cannot be node. 7 4

Factors that are important to consider include:

Participatiqp Level: Determining the appropr;iate .:)evel of, /-

participation of various players; remembering that the'grea er

the'lifimber-of people the more time a Process:usually consumes.
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Decision Model: Determining in advance whether the

administrative officers will work to achieve,qonsensus,

operate by majority vote, have all votes equal, etc. It may

1. take longer to achieve consensus, but in the Icing run the

.detisions may be more fully supportable

Faalltation: Considering the level and type of facilitation

and by whom it will be provided. In addition to being able to

move throUgh the agenda, the fatilitator(s) must have personal

credibility and be viewed as "neutral" or with no axe to

grind.

ROUTE TWO -- REVIEW OF GENERAL PLANNING INFORMATION.

This route is taken within the structure of the options of Route

OhO. Afto*'docisiono been.made about who is participating and 'at

what level, hoW iS tn"-e'stage to be set for the program by:program

review? That is the expectation in Route Two--that through the chOite

of one of the following route options the stage will be set.

Dption'One: OverOver'v of External Environment

If an "outside" expert fUturiSt and/or economist participated in the

analysis;of the environment including the identification of trendt
f.

implications fOr the organization; that porson can be called upon to

make a general, presentation of.'findings to the administrative .staff.

This sets the overall scene.
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Option Two: No Review of External Factors

If the total administrative staff has served on the analysis team,

iparticipating in the identifitatibn of trends and their implications;

and is experienced in the planning process; it May be possible to
;;;,

dispenseV./1th the general overview and start the agenda with specific

program reviews;

Option Three: Staff Review

In this option;-appropriate staff members present a general Overview;

or summary of information. The Budget Officer preserits the bUdget and

fiscal overview; and planning staff reviews general trends; p0idy

implications and organizational mission;

Factors to consider:

8 E4001te: 'The necessary amount of backgrodnd reV'teW prior

to specific program review Will depAcd to a great extent upc

t#16 level of expertise; experience and coMfOrt of the

administrative staff with the planning process; The higher

the level.; the less backgrOund information necessary.

ROUTE THREE==PROGRAM REVIEW

The expected outcome of this route is the review and analysis of planning

' data available for the programs of the organization; This review will

include the statements of purpose or mission, the need or demand for

service; the factOrS or trends in the environment together Wit4' their

implications; and the assessment of the accomplishments of the program
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nbeeking-itS. Otrent.mission. There are options'iin how the review cari
T

conducted as Well as
::7

the length, level pf detail and expertise necessary
.;"

to bring to the. tOte7Ss.

************e**************************************************

* Sna sho A-usttryboard" format is one means of

* orga zing .a large amount of data for easy visual

reference. This concept was used at the Santa.';'Clara,_

CoUntY Office of Education. One open page; both left'

and right sides, contaills.-the information needed in .

summary form. See AppendfX 1.

**************************************************************

*4
*

Option NO: Review Conductedby_Respons_i_ble Administrative Officer

IhJhis-oOtion; the review of the planning data would be conducted by

the adMinistrative officer to whom the line manager reports. In

essence; the administrator would both participate on.the review 4:f!am

as bOth a qesontpi- and receiver of informatiA

,

t*****

Stapslio--t:_ The-Assistant Superintendentef -BUStdess- *.

* ;present& information on District a mess Services amd.

* the COntrollec's Offi e. Assistarr .'*

_

fbr IhStrUetion pres nts informatiOn n_ dia ervices *

for distriets d Headstart.

fv,
40 411 1r

*******************49c***********************11****************_

"1 * AP7. .',

The administrator res0o045 o, 41stions'from felf4w-administrative

teampriembers regardingt am; H1-anniiij staff, serves as rP'stur:t e

re'galrdingthe prl-ang-'N,11
-..i

**.

';
,.,

--01 6C'
.1

'Co

t, o.

at on
_

tself, non program; the--

- A=.=.
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Iirie.'manager may or may not be presen it- respond to-,p.ro.gram speci.fic
zr

h V f

A

qhestions;

r

This _option presents the line pro6)awmanager the oppOrInity to

pregent the planning-Iriformation. he retponsible adininiStrator or

division head, Tivi-nTreceiv and approved the inflorOtion priorto

the presenta is. able' nction as a;:member of the

administrative , t, m .r e information at this point. The
. , _-- r

-...,-

planning lialift.agtinserves as resource regarding the planning
.

roma ion itgelfi i .e. , how data was gathered, selected, etc.

The line manager in t op ti on bears both more responsibility and

opportunity. There is greater 'possibjlity.ofimana.gers "owning' the
:,.. . 4.'

planning information when tWilust-InterWet?it to other.., The

admini strati ve*off+c-gr. is able to :fociis on the review team4upctO,on:-

w 1L ,. -:,;,

. , 9

Option'Three:

0
t'

-ReView Conducted byfr,EvalidTfOn Staf4 y '.

=-
1"--

4- A

The .S tO f ReM
o
rP5P6n1Ve ',ifbr the evaluation of :thz program

prev s plan data. The manager y air may not,be_ ".
_.

resent. , If the Manager is preserh, he serve as a r- - Source for_ ,

_

stiong regardingSe programiashe:pianning
.,

oes regarding

ttle=e41,11ecti-off,of data. -; The administrative offite

fuiicti.on more. as .-a -me of e review team..,--
....;;.,,,....

,,_-- .

i

.

r:.

f I
. F a c Zo r s .J.A'al will'be importa t to capsider:

. r r
'-- "-- i

.

Level of_igetail: T closer the reviewer is o the, pragram
.. ...

ori,
`\ :the more >1 that the data oen and will\ bi presented in

1/4, '
_

,

great&.,Aetail and in greater length.' ',The desired level of
t 4



ct

will need to b
able.

+a lanced. against t e oniounti' f time

Expertise: Units hav;.;di ffering sets of techAical expertise;
. business-, sPeciail,i4ucation. television media; The

level of questiehirg e review team and the level of
_

specific experti se 'Mutt e eppropriate;
N

Board ;representative: Consideration may be given to having

4

ti

the Board praidpnt. or'-delifigneer. attehd the administrative
planning session as an obserlir., The oeci sions fnay Mtiend, in

part; on tle ability of the individual to !'observe" without
sendioq sublimi alliVessages durng _the administrative

- F-
del ibe ryo The obserVer glifn .a mod _complete sense

.A.the,.pi-ciceSs and ,. how if'5'&.;,*.esufts 'Were 'ait$4. Ved; This ca, be

a particular adv stage ifs'' he observer is v1reside of the
_ _ -?,

r4
*-

board who then .ust move :thesprocess 'thro
del itzlerations.

ROUTE FOURADMINISTRATIVE ElEcrs-I-oN MAKING FOR

i, ,.. .. ,,4

4` 4 la, ,,' . 44 .-- ..,,

, ' All of the preparatri _has lead to this point in the journey; 1e

expected outcomes are decisions shaPing the, di rectii:Cof'

, the progrvis of the organization. '.the options terlow define the

4.- of decisions that can be iconsidered. Depending -Lpson the need;
.7!--"--17

'expertise and trU t in the process 4 i fferent decision points .w -I be $,; '

chosen by di ffer ()t p l a n _ tions or di fferent decistonv points wi 1 -r be
i

chosen by

'One: Define Long T rectio

orga ization
V

at f t S

In thNtop tre\ admi istrati.v officer r-e-s-bbrisible foA t)1,4 prograrn,
_,_ is.

indi ca1L4s the long 'terra di re iph--"for the program rolLrl e__1A-f--.-lhe;

81



4
.fol 1 owing ch4ices: Decreate revel of OW tmenti/activi ty, maintain at-7

. current level of commitment /activity; increase level of

commitment /activity: Commitment in this case refers to commitment-
_,.resotilles to accomplish the a'ctivi ties of the program The

'facil-4tator of the gro4Tp elicits \.comment fr other mem rs of the
adbinistrative team. If the gribup is' opting on a eon ensus model ,
the facilitator, using a round-robin appisoa-.eh, leads the roup to

cons.0tus;
111

This option provides t adminiStrator reSpoicstib p'rog-1-/,
the initial opportunity to set the future dirlbtio, 1;-the:FlOgra

provide a rationale upon wkich to base di soss:bT. trf4- opswten cart bP,

taken regardless of who ha presented th1 pro earii: review Bata in Route

Three.

Ikf a group is working through this process of deci.si
upon program revi ew and planning for the tlm

non-threatening first 4tep; If the group i;,exip,cr-e
sophitticated(i.h the pro,CeSS;4Vie first de'cision
more sophisticated; ,

Making -b6Sed

s is `a

'1'
.;

-

tidri Two:

IP; \.''-i$ it , ,-----,t-, ;__..) 1

Thils option requires' the ?Rifle ion of program fund erciireS

r
rce - Curren .aid Futu

rd a d

Thit may app'ea- cetO bo a-very strgi htforward .bit of informatioA
.

perhaps ev expected to be common wledge=. DePending 'upon t siOty

and..diversi y of th ortganizatfon however; i n L,- ---f J
soiurces can be rather complex-and can change...th fitihi

. e
the .pr;ograr. This information ea

. Officer, the line manager. ori b officer; either -in ri rytecgw_

.verbal form; Th resece-,,of he budge Officer at thiS=_,,j u e--ik

an asset, eslitc i al if tilegwtudg4 officer has-been workici with
planning staff eilibed in 131:lute One, Option Tto, and can

. ,

cross-reference the budget -and. planning inforiation. 40

AI

ittg -,

provided Thy the. admiffl

far 4.

o

the
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Following the identification and [agreement upon current funding
Sources, the administrative ,.r.,,evljew dam; operating in its chosen)mode;
"-identifies the future fundijig.1',.*,,yrce. Identifying e "future" as no
more than five years ahead is likely tti,be mo t s4<, sful ; Folloring
the .consensus mollel described in OptiOn One; the admin trator
resp nsible for the program would identify h a iiipate4 future

_funding source, liomments would be elicited. f o `other team members and
the facilitator would lead the group.' to sus;

This option is a ;more pecific cl4aition of(the;.,4ture cdneitment of
ources ;and of activi tylbf the frogrami than OPtion One,

(- tespecially i14. source of ture fundiafg fetes i,n significant ways
from current 'funding. i*ne, mple is aiprs0 * whic has;been on a

ecategoric ,1 grant; wh is inn fu pro rampactivity depends
;, . of 1,---

upon support from gen'e 1 fund onies,. / , 0-4
-..--

--; - .

.,.--

Option Three: Shorts Terni 1 rectiveS
1/1

- In -thil'op
directed

yea di-'short terser- tegiesoSteraeot and

p_Mgram Manager. AS , og4rie, this i. a leap-

hich,can ..ess-13u1 with a gsrpup 'less experoceVn planning
,

a ed n al tern tiVe 4ture options 'sine the -"ft-J-6r4" in tn c
6. . ! re ..1:,

ut one year away; However; because his o ioriNha sucti4,a

term focuS; it Should efinitely/be viewed as
vecaAl route to'strate ip long range rallitipii-ss i s also. 4.k. easy

t ap-tit Oh if Managers within the,;.or nizat ,have been. used t_
;setting yearly objeetive-s. Thg$e's slrategies provi/eN

b t.. guidance taSthe;man er in thinking abgut those o Jec ives)i
;particillatly if ..dew ectionS the program are being considered by

the admi istrati6rt When \true.strategic long range -planning is, inff
late; heSe short tr directi4es will -te rd entifiedvaCh year bale

-upon Tong rang ryegy...



Option Four:Cy Elements of Programs in Five Years

A grOUp pore experioncq in planning based upon alternative futures

may choose to-joeritiiYAey elements of prograMS as the review team

feels they are likely to appear in five - years. Ev n for An

experienced planning review team; this option is a hal lenge and can

be perilous. .6.deicriptiOn of the current pro am is')i*e a

photograph; the five year description is, equal to an inlpal 'sketch of

a pa)nting. But an,--initial step; hoWe4 tentative, must bed taken:
,

However, it tan be , Viewed as a quantum- leap rather : than a preliminary

step *pendIng upon the leVel of participation of line majiagerSA the

time zvailable; the k owl edge of the review team ,with programs

throughout the orgAni4A 'ta the natural tendency to want to imprint

.program and the possibility o ne9lecting
I,

a propria tenss''of certai , di rect ions ;

r ran:,destri Won can; however; be,- h atOyst to

iLLOn/Of line MaAige'rs to the entire: planning process.
evjew team; thrOugh. the deWiptioni-of tte program as

hOuld appear in five yearsj:Is making a choice of an

tare;

one's own *Si,reS up

to address the feaSib'

.

This initial-

focus the

111:s-sen

they. thin

al terne&ti
-;

ar 7

The 5egiDnd step to this optioitkwcrdtd be the Ickntific
fl-rl-itie'won.-agers to pursue in ev.i*ving ffce initi a

_
rave description pf program as .i t

s. Rout* `x abor tes
. r--efeyel (wing a comprehensive ion

stioul.d.. or is-"rik'ely to 'appea
t_he bpao6h. for ;the comprehens

.1* A
,-4-14--".-

, ; :... - ,. "'. 4' `
Op t i on Fi vez' 'tompett i t I.r+foura ti ._

.,.,t '.,7-.

,'

,

Iris option; th- reV i Jew ides>team ibv..... Mi45r t .and g _term

---*-i recti oil to fii till- etanagers'S--- t e del-Ili:Lit i

. -

of a route
.

eebtiptirons and

cription;

I

one year-strategy directives: atld fiVe Oar §k

;-4;

se

4i

r 1 ;

T.

/



program dessri tion's.. In this w6, tkeTeview eai4 meets tcyo.

objectives. One, providing basic 01 icy anal s to carry to tie
governing board and two, .provTding adminis rative direction to,
managers within the organization.

S

Option Six: Identify trranteed Levl of Service

In this pti on, the review team ident fies th Do t tom line for the-
program-ra minimum dbaranteed level. service whic* will be provided

i entt as long as ihr program functions If the program is
mandated the program will, continue to, function at this level. If'-o6
he other hand, the prograrn is not mandated; ttreoptions will include'

Oernfi na ti on of Vie program if resources are no kfffi eritfto maintain
.

the,cprogram the ifi guaranteed Teri...

z$,

Qptiion4 Seven; Iden 4dditiona) linformation eedeZr

'". -
Particul ft.r t. rou6' ..of ogr '10view; of ty e,pe,

4,
t s.

-td I

adrnihis may '14-nd thAt lurtflex
lie

inf4m don is
it4-

nee ng 1.1Th \?:equest-47;f-o4r i.nforThatidn al loWs the planning,

budget a9A.lior,eval atlo 'sta'fr and program'41ag.ers to es'taIslish
. k

.parameters_' for coati lannirqiief ot,. - 4-',.

'_---i-----' ' .,,,-*

'''`.. 1

'aboveFactors to consideV h OS i ng a am' f he * ions:
1

\
'kt 44 '

S* * . i 4-;
it - _

0 . Or anizati,6naI ente: ahe_re ftte orgaNza Si cm 'i s;

s' are i-e, ui red iinmed --1,), What' can be delayed
,r,organization is i-n furbu e or crisis, "Some4tssueS

I -. -d to be addressd immedia ly; others -are :better deferred
un it a more tr uil period. Even in

z. th. most,turbulent of
,,

ti es, some' riodS of relative stability ay pro 'd a more
s . ..,

* ape op "lime .ftlit.znii is of certain i ues.

.05



Expertts_e_ and Experience: Not only the expertise and

experi nce of.jhe review team and planning sZaff, but of the

k' tlne-m agers within, the. organization. Planning for the 11

Aftdr'qhii:equires)pellig ahead of the crowd', but not so far ahead

-'that....the ,;fraifwhich'-will implement the planning strategies is

left behind. Leaders are leaders only when there are

foflowers;
4

FIVE--COMPREHENSIVE LONG RANGE (FIVE YEAR) PROGRAM MSC..
,,

-,...

The p d outcome of this.r to it a tothprhensive program

desti-iptiod of how the program should appear,in fiVe velars. In Route

Four; Option Four, a pr'-e4idlioar'y five year program4escription is

developed 0 -the administrative review.teahiThat in'it'ial description

serves the pu ose of giVing program managiTV-an idea Of aie general

perception of the program by the administration. In this opti6n, the

program manager is esponsible fpr'the development of the complete

program descr saute FOUri, Option Four described even the

deVelOpMent

This route does

five year descri tions as a quantum leap.'

qUir leap; ra kis a Meticulously ,

--ned, step by step progr sion acros us difficult terrain."

only how the task is accomplished, bu 't the description
_

includes, wkie decides; how it is packaged, an&now it 46 worked

through the heirarchy the'anization and pPesented to'the

administration and board become important considerations.

J______
The incorporatio -of thiS opti into the- process defini.t ely changes

,..

'',

the decision riakin from the Qperational mode of ohe=yeattipihe -.

..-.

longer term strate is Mode. In addition, policy Uecisi4Sfareiliore
f..- .

lily to result from the five year view' rather ',thahAhe...,:re Year

operational view.
----,

-.5.-
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.
Option One: Pre-patkagetf Information

I
...

In this option the planning stafff pre-package as much basiC':,
information as possible for theline managers_ o,Woi-k with. This can

include adopted statements of purpose; prog m. descriptions; funding

information; as well as informatitra ed roan thel'environmexital
4.

trends and needs of clients. The ad ntage to pre - packaging is

efficiency in use of 'line managers' me, d in eons st-ency of
format. A disadvantage can accru nf rmatio is exti-ested, and

(.

pre-packaged Which requires the judgment of the prograni-14;ine manager:.

For example; the judgm t as which trendt and pl ications. may

affect particular. program is best made by the ma get" -wit.:4
re0onsibi 1 i ty fpr the program rather than excl uskvely by plannjng

Staff.
SA

Option Two: 4urrent Rrogram Des 1 p ion&.,

; ,
..-., - . ..4

1 his option' the ,manager develops a, complete
prograrrf: Os if currently ekists; pr_61Aing a

#

'veer dec+ption. This
tV

escriptzt4w.can include the exist g`r44 s47-temeints, program.
.01:944% - Jr joy
dt5 ciiptic40 'revenue amount and Sour ions or services;

on ass sme t of the levele

d ip iorofflithe
"i-ea 1 f-ly base for the

h" of-the pretgram. The,

4ir

The ctio9s perflamediC4 be group major categories, i.e. ,

Dire I nstructi cp-,4ko'Studente Inter Support ery ices.-'.'',Each
,...,

function is descried innoug; detail to" kepi ,-understandable to
/ . ' -_

someone:, A the rogramCmamer's exp% .,-. An Ornate of the

.yerce
r

total pr qrarWget dollars is los
,..-.

. level o fforthtf nth y specific unction ,within
adition,:tie manage des, mati.trable:

.1,r. .i'''''
- ,f.- - :* i, eie---,4 .-7-- .

0
.,

-4* '' '*'-i.-4A_ C-. --.._ "- ...4.41ft...,-.

that ttre-ricii;

- determi nee the

s the



of service. The, measures are chosen wh4 are appropriate to the
-

Junction; i.e.; ADA counts; numberS of districts served for an
)numbers of staff trained; hours spent;

/

4t

fei

0 tio Three: Jana -fis

The -line ma giftifies futape trends; together with th

implication, h may impact the Speci fic pro1-am. 'The manager

bases the report on technical experti in the program area; knoWledgehni

of public edufkti on and society in generat, as wel as a review of ithe
the strategic pAnninl)nformation described in Chapters two, Three

. ,

and Four -- the Statement :of purpose, the needrdemand f r service- and
toe ex ernal ifaetors whici affect the program.

Optf Four:- am

This optionpaint plcture o the program' in the future,, as

much deta`il. as -is The tpainting "rteyturn out to be

ressionist=fC;Y:surriallstici or. AmeriCan re t. The,re are two>
_ -`

'sub= ptions available'- FIrSt\z, the program de sey n /term's
,.._ N . --.,. __

of the creantges from, ffie cyrj-ent itijation,'"wl Q;71*
c_hang . The, other sub- option calls for the

\.es' ---__,-

,Carflcie.i:ation- needs t ,:._ e gi n toothe au

.

-iv to -b ..generated_\ f611-Wrrig. fOrMat.,identi- al

and the uses % tc, Wic b -the rent a
Put.- If ti utur ' -

de is t
for th rogra the necest

complete fOrintr
A

grA

'in

;those'
t-ion {.

n One.:

theAesc
- ,/- ,

.f.utifredescri tions will be

5

oper):ttit nge plan
sented -in

)

,0



Steps

-

es tieins_ -)/e_ources , Intermediate

The line managgi4 naly-si s of fPfahning `information, sw
tfe ti-end.S, impi lc client needs, and specific program

_. _

. information) identifies pkential obstacles es in moving the progrOm from
-the ourtizkit to the future description, questions to which the manager

, ,
will -Ned answers and intermediate steps which can be token to
accomplish the _task

a s

.

Factors important 'to consider in this process. include:

9-Rtrenchment/Contingency Plannin If the organi
at,ion is in

a retrenchment. mode, as most educational organizations are at
'present, strategies. will need to be considered which take this
'into account,-. For example; if there is li ttl e 1 i kli hood thOt

a- program will -urvive five y ars, it is pointless to be :?._

developing a fiVe ,year . 74-, 0 ,

;
1 ternoti vestz- There Cs strong. 1 i kel i hood' -11.3.,i: .aite'rn44ti yli,

/ . information and time lines will be .neEessaiifor diafferenOT
11

.t, pl-o§rams Some- of thi s is accompl I shed: by providing line
,man wiVijAl"nrining optiohs; such as the appropriate

ki_ k, i.
2, measureab)e fa 'COTS. her options may need to be defined by

.formation does ;it need /i._-ocder to
2

Take ecisiPn \ '-) ........,
--,,D

, ., /
\_,-- 4 '4-

.
- i .

.

;.s tr a 'it, Real id&Ped., -Iv o du-r'

the Ida4ni is

.... , ,,.
renchtnen

decree-- iL145
It
: supi*CIAV .-tdentjeal

21;:i 6911

tle withth sin exatly -th
/

grow -whi 1

ch re' res el
that all will

s uvolistic



expectations and may well requireolanagers to provuue

information. 7-

_**************************************************************
4.--)

* Sha A Model' for the AevelOpment of Oong range *

prog mH4escriptionTghs:developed byTthe Centpr for

Educational Planilpg,of the -Santa Clara Cou y Office -of

Eduction and is attached as'Appendix 2.

**************************************************

TE SIX==SETTING PRIORITIES

*

***********

rhaps in some'future times; everything will. e possible., There

:,_
11 be no reed for this route.- In these times of retrenchment; which

sults in reduction of both educational;re urcet and services; this
Ir

4

410

oute must be seriously considered. The pected outcome will be a

riority ranking f the, services of the Organilation, based upon

source. The options are presented for rinking external

services; internal se0tii-ceS or both.

11-
OptibtiOne,: Individual Ranking of2_Exteral Services

In this option- e administr'ative review tead;woriking individually;

ranks each of th services provie ded by the organization to its

clients The incliiividual rankings are coWled into 64 team ranking:

'See Appendix for a model. Using the team ranking; the programs are

prioritized within th0 various fundipg sources.

ti

4/



4
1,

?
-.....

. .i
SnaPshoV. The Santa tiara Qounty AdministraTW Council; *

ac*gas the review team, used a "Decision Bdard" to '.1'

* accomplish Ihe priority distribution of programs by

* funding source. The "Decision Board"consi tied of a.

t large; 4 x 5 foot piece Of plywood? divtd 0 columns,

* with sufficient nails in each column on w fa' to place

nameplates for each program. The left column originally !

held a nameplate for each external program placed on the

-board in descending priorityc order, according to the

* Team ranking; The additional columnar headings

identified the v-arious funding options available. Using

-* the consensus model described _previously; thsk_facilitatOr

led the review teal, to consensus on the fun. source
f

for each program. When cOpnsus was attained? the

nameplatO5iwas.4ved tothe.appropriat,:columm: Appervcip

1'. shoWS the resultS. of the process.
> w

****: ****44****4 -********************** ***4.*************A.,t2
44

. .

OA

ThisoOtion acco

step. :Basec[jn

9.,

rnal SerVi.cet.

*shes'thalgpe task as Option One; with one less

upon the experiebee of the team, the individual

ng directly to the Consensus model

is reviewed,:the namiplate is

second ,-and succeeding programs are

ranking step can b ,.eliminateq; mo

team ianking. As fiktirst program

;placed upon t e WO:On Board. As

i-eilvw it-te is _inserted_ at the poiht

. cOOleR plecrity ' The:Aistribution

Oribi.titl g sourCe4follows

?. Ite. -''

,V,:.!' .A,

1 I d

indicated by the

across the Ward into

tk
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Option Three: RankingofInternal-Services

Internal services are defined as services which are required for the

continued operation of the organization, such as maintenance, payroll,

personnel, purchasing. These'services present a different set of

difficulties in any attempt at ranking. In actuality; it is

impossjble to eliminate some services, such as payrolls as long as the

organization exists; There may, however; be alternative providers of

some services, making them less essential to the continued operation

of the organization; This optioD; however; only indirectly addresses

the possibilityxfelternative levels of service if the extrapolatiqp

is made that the least essential services couldfie provided at a

.decreased level. -

One process for internal service ranking is to identify services in

broad bands of which are most- essential to least essential to the

operation of the organization.

**************************************************************

Snapshot: The process used at the Santa Clara County

Office of Education:requested the-administrative review

team to identify; using colored marks; the three levels

* of essential services; as depicted in Appendix 5.

Partly as a result of this activity one internal service *

program wa:40iscontinued and an alternative service

provider identified.

*

**************************************************************

Dption_Four: Ranking of Both Internal and External Programs

This option is really a-combfbation of Options One and Two. There -is

often a desire Within the organization to ensure thaall units are

92
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considered equitably and that if a process is followed for one set of

services at least a similar process should be followed for all.

Otherwise the perception May be that certain programs are "exempt"

from consideration, especially consideration for reduction. At leaSt

during the firSt attempt at such a prioritization; it may be advisable

to follow this option and prioritize both external and internal

programs. It may be that this is the only way to point up the

,differences between services provided to external clients and services

provided to each other. It may also point to the need to develop a

process for Considering alternative levels Of service.

Factors important to consider:

11 Tools: During the first attempt at prioritization, tools

such as shown.ln Appendices 3 and 5 may be useful. With

continued experience, they may be unnecessary. The team may

move directly into consensus prioritization, as in Option Two.

Alternative Levels of Servi4ie: Ultimately the issue of
_

alternative levels of service will need to be addressed, if

retrenchment is necessary. Unless alternative levels of-

service -are considered, the remaining; option is simply to drop

the prograths, particularly the external ones; which fall to

the bottom of the priority list.

ROUTE SEVEN -= GOVERNING BOARD REVIEW

Operational and policy issues underlie, or are the framework within

which decisions of the administratiVe review team are made. Policy

issues need to be decided at the governing board level; operational

issues at the administrative leveliwi40 the governing board kept

informed. Although that is the classic pattern and dfvision between

policy and administration,. board and administrators, in actuality, the

93
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division is rarely that clear cut. Careful consideration of the

purposes of this route will ,lead to the correct choice of option for

the orgariization. The purposes are to inform the board of the results

of the administration review and analysis of planning information, to

identify and provide 'information to the board on the policy issues so

thatthe board exercises its perogative in deciding those issues, and

to inform the board of the administrative decisions on operations. TO

these ends, alternate options may be used in presenting the planning

information to the board and public, - depending in part on any action

required by the board. The process may include.an informal review in

study session, public hearings, or formal agendizedpaction.

Option One: Board Study Session

Ih this option, the administrative review team, with the assistance

of the planning staff; presents the full results of the review,

program by program. This may include all of the decision options in

Route Four, since the material is for the Board's in-Formation, not

decision. The Board has previously received complete planning

documentation on which the review was based, but no results of the

review. =

The-Superintendent, as leader of the administrative team, requests

the responsible administrator to review the program; The

administrator may, as necessary, request the prograM line manager to

participate: ,

This is-an opportuhity for the Board to receive information, ask

questions and gain understanding or. xlarification of process as :well

as results; The study session, of course, is public as required by

law. The-report is not a,gendized for approval;
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Snapshot: At the SCCOE; the responsible= oragram

administrator presented a "thumbnail"'sketch-ofthez:

planning Information. and the program-while results pf

the administrative review were displayed on overhead . *

transparencies; This was the Boards first look at the

results. The review team responded to questions; on

occasion, We decisions were modified based upon board

* :perceptions. -

Cutipn_Twa:__Public

The purpose,of the Board publip hearing is for the Board to hear

public comments on the administrative' review of the planning

*

information. Comments and questions are likely to range from process

to content to concern regarding decisions contemplated based upon the

information. In theory, comments will,be from-individual members of

'
the publicis.employee organizations, program advocate groups or other

pliblic agencies rather than internal management; since the process has
\)

provided options for working the planning information "up through the

heirarchy."

Again; the report is not agendized for action;

Option Three: Report Agendizefar Board Action

In-this option; the results of the report which are appropriate-for

board 'action are officially'agendized as sub.', background information.

and recommendations are provided by the administration and action may':-

be taken. In the previous two.optfops;' all Nults'of the
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admi,ofstrAive review have been presented,to the Board; Following,the

map oiltliiped at the beginning of this-roae, official board action is

recommended on policy issues; If the administrAtive review contains

results which incildde-specificprogram operational directives for the

ensuing yea1r, it may-be neither neceary nor advisable-to have these

_ricially approved by the:Board. If on the other hand, the

adminiseative review includes long range pO4icy implications, these

recommendations should be carried to the Board for approval.

Separating the Board studysessions, public hearings and action

sessions provides the opportunity on theone hand to ensure that the

Board has complete background infoemation and on the other hand to

`focus its attention to the appropriate policy issues after receiving

public comment.

Factors Which will be important to consider include:

Level of experience/expertise: The familiar

and its individual members, with the process and the

anticipated outcomes will affect the type -of presentation an

the time it takes. Consideration may need.to be given to

Board in-service sessions on the planning process.

oard,

Amount: Should the planning infOrmation,be presented to the

Board in one session; for an overall view, oreshpuld it be

divided into smaller dOvs? The review and study sessions or

public hearings may be on the total review, with

organization-wide policy action items also agendized atone

action.session, However, through-out the year, as programs are

reviewed, board action may be appropriate based upon the

planning informatiln.

,
Role of Board: As indicated, careful consideration as to the

appropriate role of the Board; relative to the information and

results of the review is the absolUte key factor.
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Follow-up: ihe question also arises-,is'to how to provide the

Board with follow-up information either on the results of its

specific decisions or on additional planning information.

ROUTE EIGHT -- DECISION TO ACTION

The expected outcome of this route is the transfer of administrative

and board decisions to action at the program level;

Option One: Transfer of Administrative Directives to Budget

Objectives

In this option; the directives for programs for the ensuing year are

translated into specific measurable budget objectivesand evaluation

spekifications. These objeCtives can be incorporated into the yearly

budget document; which is adopted by the Board. However; this may not

be viewed as appropriate for Board approval if the objectives are

early operational planning statements rather than long range policy

statements.

Option Two: Identification and Assignment of Tasks

Those directives not transferred directly into budget objectives are

identified as tasks to be completed in some other manner. An analysis

of the tasks includes their assignment to a particular person or unit;

the resources available to complete the tasks and the expected outcome

and time required.
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Opti_on_Ttiree__ _Full Tracking Of Directives

'This option incorporates Options' One and Two into one process that

traCkS the disposition of each program directive, whether or not it is

incorporated into the budget objective$. AS shown in Appendix 6 a

fOrM provides for the statement of the Directive and its disposition.

if it is translated directly into an objective, that is so noted., If

it is either deleted or modified, a rationale is presented. This

report ta0 be forwarded with theAludget information to the

administrative review team ant. to the Board as appropriate.
7.

Factors which will be important to consider:

Need: If no _Method Of tracking is devised, the liklihood

that. directives are not addressed increases significantly.

Proces -s-- Using the budget document has the advantage of

providing a permanent historical record of.7.:the directives, yet

consideration Should be given to whether the operational

directives an.dobjectives are appropriate for Board actid 2nd

approval, or whether they are within the strictly

administrative oUrvuec

ROUTE NINE:=BUDGET/EVALUATION AND PLANNING ACTIVITIES

The expected outcome > this route is the synchronization of
_ _ #

activities within the organization so that planning information, with

its focus on longrange, alternative future activities, is dropped

into the yearly budget and evaluation cycle at appropriate intervals.

The advantages to thit route accrue both to the internal planning

staff, which otherwise mayibe viewed as peripheral to the "real" world
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of budgets; and to the organization through the coordination pf

functions to achieve an integrated approach to decision making.

Option One,: Tasks, Studies

In thiS option, the planning, budget and evaluation staff yittk-

iogether to determine the appropriate diVisiOn-of tasks or requests

for )hfOrmation:On the part of the administration. This option_

naturally follows the choice of Route even, Option Two.

Option Two: Master Calendar

-A
The -butt-OM-6 of taking this option is-the development o an integrated

planning calendar which ensures that information wfll be prOVided to

and from each of the units, as well is to the programs,,administration

and Board at appropria'e times throughout the year. As stated

earlier, the longer range; futures oriented planning information then

can drop into the cyclical budget and taffingconsiderattons as .

needed; The first master planning calendar-for the Santa Clara County

Office of Education is shoWn in Appendix 7;

Option Three: Coordination

In additiOn to the calendar; the option of regular meetings for the

purpose of-coordinatihg an approach to a process brings together the

Varied expertise of the three groups. Such a coordinated approach can

be taken in the tracking of directives mentioned in Route Eight,

Option Three as well as provide for the incorporation of evaluation

results and budget information into the planning documentation.
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*******************************************4444***************

Snapshot: At-the SCCOE, staff involved, in the three

functions of budget;' evaluation and planning formed all

ad hoc working group;. stileduling meetings as necessary *-*

* to coordinate activities.

*******************************************************

************************* ************************************

* Snapshot: -the SCC Ei a mid-year evaluation of the *

* previous year's irectives was conducted and incorporated *

* Into the planning documentation.
. *

. .
_

-***************************************************4*******

Factors importaht to consider:

Purpose of-Ad_hocGroup: The questions may arise as to Who

should be included in such a group. In such case; the purpOse,

of the group should be examined. If the purpose is meeting

Staff responsibility for the function; participants should be

limited to thoseicarrying the responsibility. Peripheral

advisory group communication should;be accomplished through

another process.

SUMMARY

N

42.
The routes'described in this chapter bipth ctilminAte a series of; planning

activities and provide the direction for' continuibg activities. These
_

bring the total orga lozation into fOcusi_ hopefully in three-dimefisitInal

wido=screvschnicolor with stereophonic sound. If long range or

strategic planning is thoughtof as identification of the purPoses of the

organization;- research and analysiiof information for future program

implications, with.policies end operational strategies developed from that

I
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information; then the routes outlinedabove makethp,..conn oting link

between the research and the development of strategiCs to meet the goals

of the organization:

During earlier 'phases line managers; planning budget and evaluation staff,

and administration have been involved separately in the activities,, of

identifying trends, markets, purposes of the organization: This route

ties all of the information together in decision making processes. If all

of the various "travellers" are brought along the route;theY.will all

share similar unders.taaings and'be using the same map for the future of

the organization;
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.CHAPTERSIX==THE ADVENTURE CONTINUES

FOCUS: THE DESTINATION IS BUT A'PAUSE IN THE CONTINUING JOURNEY

Has the "destination" been reached. -What will it be like--this

"destination." WheiT has this adventure in planning led the traveller?

It's time to check.the'cOmpass% And it's time to sort through the.

memorabilia collected along the way--to write the memoirs, display the

artifacts; The perennial dilemma: What is to be done with it all and

where do we go from here?

The data has been collected and analyzed; decisions and action planS-have

been made; There has been a reexamination of the reason for beinc

return to the-sourceAP-the purposes of the organization;

It is time no to evaluate What has happened; where the.organizalion is,

where plannNg is in the 'structure o* the organization, and how planning'

information is presented.. Is planning information useful and available to

decisian makers for the long range direction of the organization 'as we'll '

as,at specific decision points; {budget geadlines;:layoffnotices)? Is

planning an integral part of the management function for all programs?

. In examining these issues, the planner may well looiCagain at the

philosophy and power of strategic ialanning, the hazards encountered along
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the way, and the benetitS which have accrued; The planner may question

whether the hazards been overcome; and the requirements for successfu3

strategic Atoning been met;

The four parts rA this final 'chapter review and expand upon some basic

elements, and explore further the adaptation ol.theinddstry based model

to education, successful change strategies, (pIrticularly in times of

retrenchment) and the role of the planner in the life.of the

organization.

REVISLTINGTUE BASICS

DOCUMENTATION
"-a

4.

The planner writes the memoirs. Row the planning research data,

decisions and action plans are presented can enhance or limit the

understanding of both the process and the results; The planner

describes the process, what has been found, its signifiscance in terms

of the organization; what ha,s been decided and finally the impact of

the deciSiOnS.. Thetejriemoirs can literally provide an institutional

history of /he; organization through the delineation of its purposes;
_ _

goals, objectives and ultimately its accomplishments.

The criteria used to determine what should be intluded in the

documentation and how the information should be packaged and presented
-

must be: What will be most usefkl to decisiotmakersi now and. in the

future.

jnfOrmation can be forwarded as it is colletted or it can bepackaged

periodically; once or twice a year's, and transmitted -to the appropriate

users, either those making decisions or to those who need to be kept

informed; Another option is to combihe the two-forward information

as it becomes available plus package the information yearly. The

on-going information assists managers in keeping current with program
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planning 'activities. the yearly pacKage becomes the -institutiondi

history" -as well as presenting the total picture of the organization

at times when it is necessary for across-the-board analysis and

decision making.

An enormous-amount of data can be collected during the process.of

conducting surveys, analyzing legislation, researching trends and

developing scenarios of the future; The dilemma: The data needs to

be available, but to present it all becomes;a case of information

overload. To ameliorate this problem, information can be packaged in

different ways to achieve diffeliknt purposes; The original source

documents; i.e.; survey printouts* need to be preserved. From these;

information should be selected to be included in source reports, and

then summaries should be prepared which further encapsulate and format

strategic information for decision making. See Appendix 1 Levels of

Survey Findings ,

The Santa Clara County Office of Education Strategic Planning

Environmental, Market and Evaluation Source Books display selected

source dociJMentation. The Strategic Planning Summary Report and

Workbooks display summary results in "Storyboard" format; where

information for one program is presented on one double page. The

original source material is kept on file in the planningdepartment.

See Appendix 1 for a Storyboard.

Another way tO document the journey is through a slide tape

presentation, which portrays the purpose and process of strategic or

long range planning for an educationalagency. This type of

presentation can provide further historical documentation to be used

for training within the organization or in a seminar/conference

setting for other organizations.

The 15 minute /slide-tape presentation, Strateg,i,cPlinming--

--EUocartional_Becisiort_Making for an Uncertain Future, was developed by

the Santa Clara COunty Office of Education and will continue to be

useful for these purposes.
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TRAINING

Throughout the Manual; assumptions are made about the leVel Of

underStandiqg and expertise of the various participants regarding the

planning process-as well as the results. The planner may. well need to

rethetk thOSe assumptions and plan for training in areas where it is

needed, whether by managerS, administration or governing board

members. Adequate training is essential for any .change to succeed;

that training can be accomplished in several ways.

The Superintendent can provide strong leadership both to- staff and

board by taking a direct part in training activities. The activities

tan emphasize th6 philosophy and purpose of long range planning; as

All as specific processes; communication strategies and change

models. The direct; leadership of the Superintendent in itself models

a problem solving and change process.

AS managers participate in a specific planning model; the planning

staff can provide program - specific consultive services in a workshop

setting to assist in analysis of trends; development of program

descriptions, etc.

As new members are elected to a governing board; or new

managers/administrators join the organization, a review of the

philosophy and process will be in order; The slide tape presentation

meakioned above is useful fOr this purpose.

EVALUATION

Evaluation strategies have been incorporated into many of the options

throUghOUt this Manual, particularly through the activities of program

evaluators; and intrinsic in the reviews by administration and Board;
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The basis for evaluation-may be goals established by the

organization, specific yearly 'objectives with evaluation

specifications defined for each objective or a general review of the

activities compared with the mission or purpose of the program.

Various levels of fOrMal and informal evaluation of program

activities can be conducted on an annual or semi- annual baSiS. When

an annual evaluatiOn it timed to the budget year; evaluation Of the

prior year's objectives and setting of new objectives and evaluation

specificatiOns.,Occurs prior to the adoption of the budget in 14e

summer;

_

This may not coincide with the need for evaluation information during

the early phases of the decision makirig activities described in

Chapter FiVe. If that is the case; then a mid-year evaluation update

may the desirable;

A mid-year evaluatiqkbf each of the strategic planning units was

tOridUCted at the Santa Clara County Office of Education.- The

evaldation, COMpreted in January, provided informatioAothe

administration regarding the status of the year's directives as well

as a progress report on current objectives; This informatibh was

incorporated into the strategic planning documentation and was an

integral part of the material considered. by the administratiVe review

team when that team identified the long-term direction of the

programs.

BAsed upon the type of program and the kinds of alternatives that are

available to management, there is a choice between conducting an

in-depth evaluation of a fewer number of programs, a standard

evaluation of all programs,. or a combination of the two.

Consideration ShOUld be given to the options available to management

regarding these programs; Whether regular evaluations are mandated by

a funding agency, or local latitude is limited are factors to be

considered in determining the time and need for evaluation

information.
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The organization can also choose between between having, itS own

internal evaluation proceSS, whether or not it is large enough to have _

full -time professional evaluation staff; and hiring external

evaluators. There is an opinion that external evaluations are a

luxury, given the current fistal climate, unless they are necessary

for political reasons;

The organization can also select a means for evaluatOlig the:planning

process itself. For example, program managers within each major

division-of the organization evaluate the StrengthS and weaknesses of

the process, the rotes and the activities. This information can then

be directed to the planning un/t to be used in dkerMining future

planning activities.

EValuation strategies must be feasible within the context of the

organization and must prov3d6 useful information; The prqcess for

collection and presentation of data needs to match the res&urces and

staff of the organization. The process also needs to proiide
_

information that is most useful in terms of timeliness, type,

credibility, and presentation.,

PARTICIPATION AND INFORMATION FLOW

Defining the appropriate type of participation by levelS of staff

throughout the data cpllettiOn, analysis and decision making process

is crucial. Who is involved and when, where information comes from

and hOW it is transmitted are questions which can assume a .

considerable degree of significance. -CarefUl thought needs to be

given to this issue, particularly as it concerns perceptions of

importance of the activity or influence of people involved;

Using the established, formal administrative heirarchy adds

importance and credibility to transmittalS. For example, messages
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messages directly from the planning staff! Thfs formal information

flow also keeps the decision makers involved in the process of

developing information to meet their ultimate decision-making needs:

The need for clear-lines of communication and clear responsibility _

for decisions is critical'to the!Jecess of any change effOrt.- For

examplei as information is gathered at the program level and
_

_transmitted to the administrative leadership there is interaction

between the two; subsequently the leadership reviews and makes

decisions and transmits the infQrmation to the Superintendent, who

then carries responsibility for the decision to transmit the

information to the governing bbard. In each case, the paper flow-to

provide "feedback" to program and _administrative levels is neceAary;

.equally essential is the clear line of authority- -the organization

cannot be speaking with many tongues.

Although the formal flow of information and a clear line-of authority
. \

are es -sential, personal-Contact is also needed during the staff

research_ and data collectiorganalysis phase. Personal; informal

discussions often can achieve results quickly and forestal future

problems by developing greater understanding of th'e process itself or

of the information required.

ADAPTATION AND CHANGE
a -4

There are differences between educational organizationS and

industry; These diiqerences make adaptation of the industry-based

model essential if it is to'be successful. What are some of the

differenteS?

I Although not universally true; educational organizatiOns tend

,-.

to be composed largely of groups of independent,professionals;

many of whom are self-starters used to making decisions within

their realm of pedagogical expertise.
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I Educational organizations do not control the "natural

resources" that flow into the ,ystem. There is a commitment

tb "serve" based upon need. The motto on the Statue of

Liberty says: "Give me" your tired; your' poor, your hungry'.

masses yearning to be free." It; is the commitment of public

education to serve thesemas;psi as well as those more

affluent. An intermediate unit has sorVatitude lower and

above that of districtsi but the phildSdphy of providing

services as they are needed prevails:till; district cannot say

it will provide service only to the bright child; intermediate

units do not provide services only to the "bright" teacher, or

business manager.

0 Educational agencies operate under government mandates, and_ a

with governing boards which tend to change frequently; An

intermediate education agency has more llritude in services it

can or cannot provide, but still operates under mandateS.

State legislative limitations prevent,education agencies from

responding dynamically to market conditiOnS. Local and

intermediate education units have extremely limited ability to

raise revenue or adjust price (tax) for service. The

intermediate Unit-again has latitude over diStrittS both in

service and fees for service. For example; fees to diStriCtS

for media services may be adjusted; or. fees for instructional

television.

The silitOn chip manufacturer, the auto executive and the

Insurance salesman use different terminology and jargon, as

dcieS the person in education; The planner needs to speak in

the vernacular of the user of the planning services.

If one accepts the premise that the only certainty abbUt the future

it that it will be different, then long range or strategic'plapnind is
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education and industry; what are the critical elements for the change

model of strategic planning to work in educatiota The choice of

strategies to enhance planning for change will depend upon the

planners' view of the organization, the philosophy of how change

occurs -and the balance of resources, time and budget.

HOLD CHANGE OCCURS

Research indicates that successful change in education occurs when

_there is- an adaptation of the process to they organization and the -

organization to the process:} Trying to fit a square peg into a

round hole will .not work! First then, the industry based model,s
*-

-
adapted to education and secondly; the _education model is adapted to

the particular organization, with its unique combination of people and

resources.

THE POLITICAL REALITY

Educational organizations are in truth political b-odies; not just in

terms of being governed by boards or federal and-State laws, but in
.

terms- of decisions being made by people interested in the outcomes.

As such, educational organizations are not ''pure" or always rational,

even though there may appearto be a rational, logical organilational

-2
structure. Goals held by different individuals or groups within

the' organization may not be the same and may even be in conflict; It

Ni
is evident; therefo Ri that change model strategies. should be flexible

and loosely coupled, with emphasis on a continuous negotiative

recycling throughout the process.
3
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LEADERSHIP PLUS 1.

SuctetSfUl change also depends upon the leadership within the

Organization exhibiting a consistent philosophy, not only Ofchange,

but toward the purpose and Mission of the organization;
4

A

consistent philosophy of leaderShip models personal and professional.

commitment to a course of action and acceptance of respontibilify for

action;

Other areas that cbi;tribUte to the success Of.planhin.g for charige,

involve having a Sufficient aber, or critical 'mass, of staff

involved in and committed to the process and the resultant actions.

InvolveMent of only a few limits the ability to move the whole

organization. Whether the plans appear to be central to the purp0:ses
. .

of the organization is AlSO critical to success. Planlican be viewed

,as "busywork" without this perception of centrality--that planning.:

does mak0a differehte to the future. Also implicit in the tIeory.O

adaptation is local, definition an of information and

materials; suited to the unique needs of the'organization and noWnedu.

5 a
by those within it;

TIME

All of the factors mentioned above take time to happen - -time to

assimilate ideat and concepts, time to develop local materials, time

to train staff--it would be a lot4aster to force-fit a pre-designed

change model onto the organization; But time and patience buy

acceptant-6 and understanding. Success comes through the Process The

process - -like a journey to Oz thrbugh which the lion learns enough

AbOUt hiMtelf to understdnd that he does have courage, the tip

woodsman's actions prove that he has a heart and the scarecrow ; -by

solving problems, knows he has a brain--helps us learn who and what we

are and guides us toward our goals.
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"THESE ARE TIMES TO TRY MEN'S SOULS"--RETRENCHMENT

There is an' ebb and flow to organizational life, just as with an

indiVidUal tir a family. There are calm, tranquil times; turbulent and

tic times; times arf growth and times of retrenchment; Different

things are possible at different times and different strategies must

be used.

Planning for education in the 1980's preSehtS a set of challenges

different from planning in some e&riier deca4s. AMerican society is

living through a period of retrenchment, reexamination of values and

t least presently, severe limitations-on. resources for education.

SUCCOStfU3 long range planning will manage this retrenchment without

losing sight of the need for plans for Nure regenerationeor
. ,

resurgence. Conversely, evenduring growth times, attention needs to

be given to possible future retrenchment.

But the current challenge is planning-for retrenchment,when

frustration among staff and clients is rampant, when expectations must

be lowered, and the burden falls heavily on local offitialS. and

deCision makers. Aqd therrejS no 1-eal alternative to decision making

based upon judgement;

LEAST PAIN RETRENCHMENT

Ru sell Rhyne, a noted futurist, proposes that the challenge of

deci ion makers is to thobSe a course of action soon' enough that the

orga ilatidh suffers the "least pain."6 For this to happen,,

cisions must be made early enough so that there are acceptable

Choices. And different strategies may need to be conSidered at

different retrenchMent phases. A strategy successful at one phase may

be ill-conceived for the next phase, and even a good strategy can be

carried to excess.
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With sardonic humo, ,Rhyne identifieS four strategies which have been

used various times and An varying degrees by many organizations:

O Wine and -Roses Buy whatever.seems attractive and charge

it. Proceed to"plan and do what you want.

The Waiting Game: It's jusea bad dream that surely will go

away pretty soon; fund the same programs as lastyear and

skimp on most of the new ones.

Squeeky-Wheel Maintenance: Locate the rudest screams, and

cover those spots with bandaids.

Optimize: Call irrsome scientific experts; they'll tell us

what we ought to do;
:7

Each of these strategies may, at one time or another, havea degree

of acceptability, depending upon the time and place of the

organization in the retrenchment period. But they are no substitute

forcareful examination of alternative Aspires provided through

strategic planning and do not supplant the need for judgment where

alternative choices are fitted into the context of the organization.

THE ROLE OF THE PLANNER

What is the role of the staff 'planner and what is the place of the

planner within the organization? Again there are alternatives, based

upon philosophy and on the uniqueness of the organization.

I
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PLACEMENT
40.

Consideration needs to be given'to the placement of the planning unit

within the or4dnization. The goal is to ensure that the results of

planning are credible and viewed as being independent of bias..`

0 Planning staff needs-torbe seen as ndependent and ft4ee to

ask the' haT.d questions->./. uestions that need fp be raised; but

for a variety of political reasons may not be raised at the
.

line manager or program level;

0 Planning needs to be placed so that motivation masking

-questiOnsisnotattribute-dAoprpetuatinQs.4the interest of

one or more sub-groups;

These goals are most usually aAomplished by having the planning unit
\_.` i

repoft directly to the chief administrative officer; rather, than to a

particular sub-division ofthe organizati n;
8

ROLE

The planner's role may -be viewed as one of researching Rey policy

issues, thwith no involvement-, strategies, or decision - making. In

this. view; planning would be be protected from the politiCal

maelstibm..

On the otherrhand; the role4'of the planner may be seen ds more

proactive--not only collecting information but navigating or

facilitating groups, through the maelstrom to decision making for the

ftiku re.
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decisioh=4king authority rather. than the planning staff. Depending

upon the unique phil-OtdpV aryl tharaCteriStics of the organization;

the "planning staff" can:

5

S Collect informatim;..
s.4

I Develop alternative scenarios or choices;'

O Train to increAe undektanding of the-process 4 d the

resultant data;

S Provide facilitation ih aftiVities-from data collectionto

decision- making;
.

S. activities to focus attention on problems br areas

where :a problems appears to -be looming in the future.,'

Schedule meetings and activities throughout the Prcicess,

timed' to coincide with legal;mandgtes where necessary;,
.Cajole, Coax, persuade., even nag staff to meet dea/dlines,

schedule meetings, etc.'to further the process,-
a

Ih this proactive view; the 'planner serves as a chan40 agent for the

organization, deVelaping a process, nurturing; facilitating, training,

and initiating where necessary to facus effort. The planner is the

\conduit to move the organization from complacency to piltitive

adaptation to atange.'

CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristics of the "planning-staff" need to include technical

expertise, vision, tenacity and even the ability to giveaway

owmership of he proCess in Whith it has invested much of itself. The

,ideas and con epts must be ahead of the audience, yet'nbt sa fitiOead
_

that the audience is left in bewilderment. Change can take place

at the pace in.which it can be absorbed by t4se within the

organization, either at decision or implementation levels; Buff of all

the qualities needed by. the planning staff, patience and 'persistence
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more loosely structured the organization.; the "less direct'the route to

change and the more. frustrating the role of the planner. 'Patience;

persistence and a sense of the absurd are needed!

4
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A WORD FROM THE7AUTHUR

If you; as a professional educational planner; have made it this
_

.

far in either the Manual or the planning adventure itself, you

already have.your eyes.o6.the:hbrizon; realizing that though thit

safari may be ending* it is really just beginning.: Even as this

is being. written;. newideas are. forming and new strategies are

being tested; the vista ahead 'is limitedonly by vision and
. .

_

Willingness to endure. Your adventure and-your challenge will be

to examine your organization; developingAnd adapting your own

model to lead your unique organization through the plannning

adventure:

It is the hope of the author that the ideas presented in this

Manual will whet your appetite for the journey; as--

4

The tents are folded pd,Oacked;

tl

the,saiari about to begin.
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Glossary

Analysis of the trivirOnment: An analysis of the external fore
which impact the organizationi'for example; current econ mit;
legislative; demographic conditions. The term is synonymous with
environmental analysis.

Budget Objective: Specific; measurable achievements to be
accomplished during the annual budget cycle and included in the
organizatidn Adopted Program Budget;

Client: Individual; group; agency or district either directly
receiving service from the organization or contracting with the
organization to provide service to individuals within their
respective district or agency

Directive: Directions from the-administration based on the results
of the strategic planning documentation.

. _

Evaluation:__A method of testing the accomplishment of the
objectives as well as the planning process.

Function: Identification of the basic tasks of units within the
organization, regardless of the current organizational
structure.

Funding Source: Source of funds for the operation of a program
whether from external, independent or internal administrative
and discretionary funds. ei

Manager, line or program: 'The individual responsible for managing the
operation of a specific program.

Manual: The document Admenture!_ia Planning--Roadmap_to_a_Successful
Journey, which provides alternative planning models and
strategies. It is to be used as -a reference guide to the
development and implementation of a long-range; or strategic;
planning process in an intermediate educational agency.

Market Analysis: An analysis of the demand ar need for services
which the organization can provide; or must provide when
mandated;

Mission StateMents.: Cleari_concise statements of the basic
purposes of -the organization wh.ieh'are used to provide
guidelines for management decisions; the term also refers to
sub-sets ofsMission_statements for each program tofit*ithin an
umbrella statement'for the organization.

_

Need/demand for Services: Synonymou8 with market analysis.



J,.
Planning Staff: The staff'a'ssignecLthe responsibility,fOr

c1"elt)"aplariri"-pro"-:"""irWits
Planning; Budget and Evaluation:_ Winformal'oPeratiOnal unit within

the_organization which irrcl'udes the ftinctions of budget;
evaluation and planning.

Program Description: A statement describing the;configuration
program within a given time period.

Strategic Planning Unit: A grouping of functions of. the
organization into one unit for planning purposes: 't
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ECONOMY
0

National

State

ocal

REVEWIE.

LEGISLATION,

REVENUES

State

total

FIGURE ONE

SCENARIOEISMENTS

RENAISSANCE

_

Recovery in late 19821
Growth averaging over

i 3% per yeAr; _

'-inflation down to 5%

EOUCATInN
APPROPRIATIONS

Federal

State-
and_.

Local

a

California much strongeri_
4% real growth in income

County strpnger

!lodest'iMprovenent in
PrOP. 13"possitile;
-No tax reduction measures
are paAssed after 982

5% real growth

6-7% real growth in
property taxes.

Revenues reach Prop, 4
knits in_nany cities-
and school districts -..

Little real growth

12=15% more-ppupil
19B7'

.*
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GENERAL FUTifOtS

Chap. pp.h 4 A 1-

.

TROUBLED TIMES

Recovery delayed.to 1983;
growth averaging less
than 2% per year;
inflation 8-12%

.California follows nation;
1% real growth in income'

County follows Stfte

A steady stream of tax
cutting propositions are
passed _

1% real growth post 1982

About 3% real growth

Real decline

Real decline per pupil
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EDUCATION
LEGISLATION;

Federal (-1

State

ENPOLLMENTS

ETHNIC MIX

PRIVATE

SCHOOLS

TECHNOLOGY

OCCUPATIONr,L
TRENDS

SOCIAL
CHANGE

PUBLIC
.,ATTITUDE5

TO4ARn
EDUCATION

SCENARIO ELEMENTS (continued)

RENAISSANCE

Sdhie relaxing of P.L.

94=442; Major consoli-
dation with new programs
in science and math

New sUp0Ort'for 'Science Litt10.change

math and voc. ed.

TROUBLED TIMES

Major relaxing;
Major consolidation;
No new programs

Slow decline in North
County; but strong
growth elsewhere

Sti7bq growth in Hispanic
and Asian students

Large potential shift to
private schools

Dramatic growth in use
of computers and othei-

high tech products- '

High demand for all
technical fields but _

decline_in traditional
occupations

Some revival of family
and community; _ _

,N0 major -new social con-_
flicts; Inzreating desire
for olObal education

ReViVal Of strong
SUPOOrt_with desires
for programs exceeding
revenues,

GENERAL FUTURES

Slower overall growth

I

proportionate -shift to
Hispanic and Asian

Large, potential shift to
iPrivate schools

High_tech growth nearly
as large, but oppoted
by many,

Less occupational change

Continued
disintegration
of family and community;
Demonstrations ;over
peacei. enVieOriMent;
language rights and
global ethics

FOrMal education seen
at_irrelevant;older
Voter's refuse support

A



TEACHERS-

JUDICIAL

TEACHERS

GENERAL FUTURES

SCENARIA) ELEMENTS, (continued)

RENAISSANCE.

Very high retirement
and loss of best
teachers in'technical
fields; Difficult
recruiting in some
fields; Improved morale

Courts,increasingly
Withdraw from education

Very -high retirement

and loss of best
teachers' in technical
fields; Difficult
recruiting in some fields;
Improved morale

ADMINISTRATORS High retirement but good
retention otherwise;
Shortage of young admin-
istrators; High morale
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TROUBLED TIMES

Adequate supply but
more union militancy

Declining morale

Court intervention
increases; and court

- appointed masters run
nose systems

Adequate supply but
more union militancy;
-Declining morale

High loss
youngest;
Lbw morete
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ERAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE SCENARIOS

The most powerful implications" of the scenarios are their

similarities; The two scenarios ark the result:of careftil analysis

that included review with senior educapon analysis in Sacramento;

While there_was_agreenent that support for edutational_programs is

likely to slOW its recentAptline; there was also agreement that

roughly 12% More revenue per- pupil was the best that could' be

expected by 1997. Ihe keyimplications that are true across the

scenarios are the following:

Denatdt_on public education are likel*lo Increasingly

exceed its resources; A total intreNent,of 12% spread over

five years could easily be absorbed4by a single group such as

special education;vteachers'orjechnology enthusiasts.

-= The continued squeeze on StatOhd,Pedetal_programs for

ed4tatiOn is likely regardle4 of neartern'political.

trends. The Federal. goVernMent is essentialjy broke whether

nemocra14. or_Repu6litanare elected. [cderl support foe

riinorprpgramsucb as_ education will be lost in the conflict

over Social Seturityi.Oefesel and gconomic At the

state level; the growth. Of_ttie econbMy is far More important

than whoever occupies the Governors chair;

== A growing range of private; nonprofit and non-educational

public agencies will offer educational services; TheSe

services will includeArts, child care; science, music,

computers, special education, vocational. training and many

others,lMiDdle_and'hiOher income parents will be

increasW? willing to buy such services.

-- Public edulca.tiOn_will find itself in increa Competition

with other:Organizations for talented teaches and

adminiitrators,

The- growth of non-public educationalprograms;_thedemands

of parents for a wider range of services and the competition

fcir talented people. will be much stronger in Santa Clara

county than elsewhere; RelatiVely prosperpus and well

,edriCated parents can he bOth a blessing and a curse.

The'Conflict between educatiOn of the geniral populatTOn and

special services to special groups is likely to become

increasingly bitter:

GENERAL FUTURES:
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5.0 POLICY IMPLICATIONS

GENERAL-FUTURES

While much more detailed policy analysis remains to be done., some
general policy concepts are already apparent. ;

== The key to improving the public edutatibn system in the
future will be focussing resources 'on core prograMs. Trying

to save everything will save nothing.

The key long run-administrati4 issue will be planning how to
recruit_ and retain top quality, younger, teachers and
administrators; The educational leaders of tlie future are
being lost today.

Financial planning must focus on long tern improvements
well as short term survival. r

Non- public edycational programs are -an opportunity as well as
a threat; Edunty parents -are largely willing and able to pay
for special services. Helping organize such external_programs
(with aid provisions for low income parents) could reduce
pressures on the public system;_ increase resources fOr_core
programs; and provide additional income to public school
teachers.

-- Imaginative new institutionali_financial and administrative
arrangements will _be part of virtually any successful' new
educational policies;

== Closer coordination of public_programs will be'more important
than ever. There-will he a continuing reshuffling of
programs, roles and responsibilities that will affect many
students.
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Chap. 4 App. 2

DATELINE == JANUARY 1988

Happy New Year! This is the time of year whenJournalists traditionally offer
their readers lists -- the ten best or worst movies of the past year, the most
admired Americans, the most important newsmatcers. Even education editors aro I_

not immune 'this journalistic vice; My personal listcovers what I consider '+.4

'the most portantmducation=related headlines and articles that appeared/in
Otr lo ,newspapers in 1987. 'These headlines and_articles were not

_ _

mece arily the most dramatic or sensational, butithey highlighted an/
in uence.or trend that significantly affected or involved educatioOn 1987,
d that will continue to do so in 1988.

Forthwith and withoUt further'ado, my list, not in any,particear order, along
with my reasons for choosing each headline and accdmpanyinvirticle.

Sunnyvale Firm Retrains Its Employees - -College Credits'Ea reed

Workers PralseCompanY and School System

This headline referred to a training project funded by federal money provided
through the Job Training and Partnership Act of 1982 and supported.by the
pr4yate capital of an,office machine_repair company located in Sunnyvale;

Faced with a declining demand for repairsto_typewritersi_calculatorsi_and
pther=no puterized office machines, the ABC Office Machine Repair_Company

saw usiness disappearing. And.yet the company's president, Stu Manning,
:perceived a groWing_demand for repairs to-shell computers and word processors_
not covereh by manufacturer's serviee contracts; How to solve the problem?
Lay off his present workers and hire mechanics trained in the newAechnology?

Even if this had been a viable solution (and it wasn't, as computer mechanics
are in short supply in our area)', Mr. Manning was,concerned about his
employees and their families. He cared enough_to investigate_the possibility
of retraining his. present employees to handle the changing nature/of office
machine repair.

The article that accompanied the headline enumerated the various AiffiCulties
this Company president encountered in his investigation. For example, he had
to cope with the distruSt that unfortunately continues to characterize many of'
the relatibbships between education, business, and the federal government.
And the educational and governmental red tape he uncovered would ,,have been
enough to discourage anyone. Fortunately however, Mr: Manning Was a fighter,'
and his attendance at the:"1986 Partners in TechtOloge Conference in San
Diego had helped him gain an insight into ways.that priVate industry and
educators can cooperate to teach Athericans the new skills they_requin. The
Conference also provided him with information on possible funding sou ces
retraining projects._
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If any One of the difficulties M . Manning encountered had not: been overcome,

his retraining project might nev r have been more than a go0d idea. Howeter,

despite probleMs; .his_efforts resulted-in a federally_funded_training_program
at one of our Community colleges; and the employees of ABC Office Machine

Repair_were retiraihed to:meet the demandt Of.their'thahging job while working

part=time_and:receiving:full-time pay; The project COSt_the_company money in

terms. of lost_work nburs and textbooks; but StU Manning feels it_was money

well spent. And now that his'employees are retraing0 and working full7time'

he may be -able to recover -some of his expenditures. through a state

grantprogram-started in 1983.;

This, story highlights a major probleM in our area and_one way of solving it;

even -if in a small.way: For the. last five years we have seen increasing _

numbers of unemployed workers in Santa Clara County; usually the ones with the-

least technical While California has begun to recover from the

devastating recession of the early -and mic1-430's; unemployment due to the

changing nature of the.job market is still a big factor in the moderate rate

of recovery in our area.

Available jobs are concentrated in the fast growing service sector and

high-technology industries; espeCially_thecomputer field._ The massive_job of

retraining workers for_thOte jobs is rTtimidating and costly, but -when the

government; private enterprise (even -small firms like the one in Sunnyvale)

and public education team up in cooperative efforts; it can be done.

--Thpre are now several Such cooperative efforts in the Santa Clara Valley; but

most of them involve the larger ndustrits; those with substantial vamounts_of

capital to devote to training projects. The training projects of the Fairpatl

Airtraft Company, for example, have been well docuMented;by the media. I '

chose -this headline and article because it not only indidated a creative way

of solving the retraining problem-,, but it showed that the trend toward_

retraining; rather than layingoff employees; haS finally 'filtered down to our

smallei; b6Siness operation-s. "Workers praise company and school system," said

the headline. SO dd I!

timing Teacher Attrition=-Johnny't Teacher May Also Be

His Parent's Co- worker

This headline caught my atten ;ion thiS last year because it underscored_an

innovative-approach to handling the attrition of teachers from our local

schools.:'

Back in,the earl 80's.experts predicted that one result Of the- funding

problems afflicting public education would be a shortage of qualified teacherS

later in the.decade. The$e.,experts_cited several: factors :' the age,of_moSt_

tenured to hers and their anticipated retirement; thelfaCt that recruitment

of young- teachers_ha'd been virtually halted due to money shortages; and most

Signifi antly; the fact that talented teachers; especially those skilled in

.math d science; were being lured into better paying industrial jobs. Unlike

so predictions; this forecast about teacher attrition proved to bi0 only too

tr And was a continuing trend until recently.
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The article accompanying the headline described how concerned business
representatives, educators, and parents in our area prevailed upon both
industry and the schools in early 1987 to share their fiuman_resources for _

mutual benefit. Under cooperative arrangements_between public_schools and the
private sector, many sponsored by the county_chiptet of the California
Business Roundtable, various_ options were made available_to'help_stem_the
drain of qualified teachers from our schools and to provide supplementary
teaching support as well.

For example, a well qualified,but underpaid,high school math or science-
teacher may now choose to work part7time in his teaching job and part-time in
a better paying job-in industry. The, arrangement is supported by both the
school system and the company... The high school recognizes the teacher's need
to upgrade his income; the firm recognizes, that his_teaching skills will help
upgrade the skills of students entering the job market. Or a well paid
company executive may now obtain release time from her company to teach
business administration,classes in a community college.

As the headline indicated, this innovative .approach has only tamed teacher
attrition in 1987, not solved the problem:. And there are other factors
helping to keep teachers in the schools, too. According to a recent Harris
poll, the average Californian's attitude toward education improved during the
1986 elections when many educational issues were clarified for the public; As

a result, the teaching profession is now perceived in a better light; The
modified differential salary levels endorsed by the California Teachers
Association in early 1987 are now being negotiated into expiring teacher
contracts, and some of our local school distriCts have already been affected;
There are even creative waysApf offering -our teachers affordable housing, such
as the "teacherage" plans which provide:for the conversion of closed schools

into faculty apartments.

To be sure; the,options described in the article are not without their

problems. Some educators and business representatives fear that the_new
cooperative arrangements could place controls on curriculum or job hiring
practices; Tensions have arisen between teachers who will be offered
differential pay increases in their contracts and those in_fields such as
Enipth and social stuties-who may not be offered these adjustments.

While teacher attrition may have been tamed, these_problems will still be with
us in 19884_Pm afraid. Although now a co-worker in industry, Johnny's
teacher will have to cope witnthe mistrust felt by some of our business
representatives_and educator;? And within the_edcational community itself,
the morale problems we're witnessing will continue to test the dedication of
even our most committed teachers..

The Reformation That Never Happened: An Update on Teacher Competency,
Graduation Requirements, and Curriculum Standards

The reformation alluded to in this 1987 headline concerned a movement;.that
began to gather momentum in 1982=83. For years we had heard opinions from
various segment§ of the public regarding the need- to-improve public education
through tougher standards in teacher hiring and dismissal, graduation
requirements, and curri'culum; but it wasn't until '82-'83 that a movement as
such could really be discerned:''
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What was interpreted by some as a voter referendum in the elections-Of 1982

gave impetus to the movelt, and soon we began to read about studies calling

for a return to state-mandated high school :graduation standards and_More

deManding classes. Recommendations;were sent to the,Californii_LegWature'
Calling for simplified-procedures for teacher dismissal (ihtlUding_the release

of probationary _teachersLand proposing that model graduation requirements and

`curriculum Standards_be developed; Coalitions_weri-Tormed;_the State
Department of Education, the state PTA, the California TeatherS Atsociation, =

end -the'California:School Boards Association all debated_the issues; and the_

State SUperintendent of Public- Instruction proposed to the-LegitlatUre a_tiill

which would *wire a "core curriculum" for all ttUdehtS. The reformation

movement was well underway by mid -1983.

The article-accompanying the'headlihe reviewed this past history and then went

On to describe the controversies over_these issues_WhithCOntinUe to be

debated to this day. While-Ws diffitult to simplify allof the arguments
and counter-argumentsi the fundamental disagreement seems not to lie with the

need for tougher standards, but rather to center around whether t6ese-tdugher
standards should be required by legitlative_mandate or simply, recommended to

local school districts and'left to them to enforce; Both' sicfes seem to haVe--',

strong proponents for their_VieWS, so while sev,eral bills have been introduced.,

to the Legislature, a 1 legislative measures have been stalemated-so far.
Puhy legislators are understandatily_leery of more educational mandates )

light of the_various_lawsuits over fUndin9_mandated costs that hate been in

the courts since_1982. The author of the:article therefore concluded.that the

refOrMationhas "never happened," and that the reform movement has

consequently been defeated by these ongoing Controversies;

i,

But is this really true? This headline and article are important, I tielieVe,

because they sum up what is often a popular misconception concerning the way

that change occurs. .Change is not always the result of either-"official
recommendations" or "legislative mandates" -- it can occur sutitlyi sometimes_

almost_imperceptibly, as ar outgrowth Of a well publicized deb to such as this

one. Surely_the recent rises in our students' scores on SAT t is (now up

from the 1982 low of 27th in the nationto 19th in the nation) --h be;
attritiutedi'at least in:part, to California's increased awareness of the need

for higher instructional quality and better student performance.

In 1988 we should tie alert -to other developments in education that might

SUbStahtiate this hypcthesis. The reformation that never happened may in fact
Ihiblnammoninm rimht undor rmr nncac
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DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENT'S SURVEY

TO

FALL 1982.

1.0 OVERALL DISTRICT OPERATIONS

2.0 CHANGES IN STUDENT POPULATION

3.0 CHANGES,IN PARENTS/COMMUNITY

4.0 DISTRICT GOVERNANCE AND RELATED ISSUES

5.0 DISTRICT PERSONNEL

6.0 INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICESiROIRECT AND SUPPORT

7.0. SPECIAL EDUCATION

8.0 ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT $RVICES
- -"S.

Chap; 4 App;

.439
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DISTRICT=SUPERINTENDENT'4i4UFVEY

RESPONDENT'S ,NAME:

DISTRICTi

DATE: DISTRICT TYPE DISTRICT SIZE

1.0 OVERALL DISTRICT OPERATIONS

1.1 What will be the greatest societal trend affecting public education

dt!lring the next five years?'

..1(PROBE: What effect will it have?)

1.2 What should the function of education be?

: 1.3 What is the most important or outstanding instftctional innovation

taking place in your district currently?

(PROBE: What, if_ary, innovations are in the planning stages?)

1.4 Specifically, over the next five years:

a. Will your district's instructional day:

Decreave Remain About Same Increase / DK/NA

COMMENTS:
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STRICT SUPT'S SURVEY

b; Will gradua.tion requirements:

Decrease Remain About Same Increase DK/NA/
COMMENTS: -1

c. Will allocations for remediation programs:

Decrease Remain About Same Increase DK/NA

COMMENTS:

Will allocations for gifted students:

beteeate

COMMENTS:

Rerain About Same Increase DK/NA

you were to sudden y earn 5at; inthejlext- fiscal year; your
district's general fundAwould be increased by twenty-five percent,

:hat top three. immediate1 goals would you set for your diStrict?

2;C CHANGES IN STUDENT POPULATION

2.1 Over the net fiv'e years, describe the changes you foresee in your
district's student population.

Numbers in Overall Enrollments

Decrease Remain About Same Increi e DK/NA

Specify changes in different age groups/gra 0 10v01S.
at steps will your district need to take to respond to these

changes?)

COMMENTS:
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b. Rice/Ethnic Minority Studerts

DISTRICT SUPT'S SURVEY

Decrease Remain About:Same Increase OK /NA

(PROBE: SOetify_changesAtiAifferent minority grotips; What

steps will your district need to take torespond to these

changes?) A.

COMMENTS:

c; _Special Education Students

DeCrOAS6 ReMain About Same increase LK/NA

_(PROBE: Specify changeslh Ilandicappingicondifivs; What.

steps will your district neci, to take to-respond to these,

changes?)

COMMENTS:

d. BilingOal Students

Decrease Remain About Same Increase DK/NA

(PROBE :_ Specify changes in g orgy of bilihmi _students; ubat

steps will your district need t takt to resOond,torthese r

changes?)

COMMENTS:
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ItICT SUPT'S SURVEY

3.0 CHANGES IN PARENTS/COMMUNITY

3:1 Over the _next five years; describe .the changes you foresee in
Rirents and community with respect to -the f011oWing
-qualltiesicharacterfstics

] a. Level of parentalicorribnity involvement

Decrease Remain Same; Increase DIVNA

PROBE: Whatlattors/indiators dO you use to measure parental
a_nd community involvement? Attempt to make distinction:between
intere t in issues versus_willingness to commit time to
t assroom or committee work.)

COMMENTS:

b. Support for Public Education:

DecreaSe Remain Sane Increase DK/NA

PROBE: What factors/indicators do you use temeasure parental
ta,n community support?_ Also. 1011 there be a difference in__
'Support between community parents and community non-parents?)

COMMENTS:

R

Overall _Expectations Parents have of Ditt, t

Decrease R6haiti Sate Inctease OK /NA

\

COMME4TS: ir

3.2 What do parents tell you they want most from schools for their
children?
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DISTRICT SUPT'S SURVEY

4.0 DISTRICT OrRNANCE AND. RELATED ISSUES

4.1 Over the next five yearti_Wfiat major than .if ;do you

foresee in the way your dittritt is governed?

4.2 Oyer the'next five years will state control of local; education

agencies:

Decrease Remain Salle Increase:

COMMENTS:'

DK/NA,

.3 With respect to administrativ'erather than policy matters.. will

your board's involvement:

Decrease Remain Same . Increase DK/NA
---

COtMENTS

A.A Over -the next five years;" will the number of PAC's in your district

or the amount of organized parent involvement in decision=m0ing:

. i

Detrea.te Remain Same Increase DK/NA
Mi

(PROBE: 'Will -federal de-regulation reduce the overall numbers of

i3776ry groups in restrict?);

COMMENTS:
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DISTRICT SUPT'S SURVEY

5.0 DISTRICT PERSONNEL F-

5i1 Over the next five years, Willthe ability of your di$tritt to hire
qualified certificated personnel: T#:

Decrease Remain Same Increase DK/NA

(PROBE: Distinguish between problems of financial ability and
problems of. a shrinking pool of qualified candidates; what areas
[e.g. math/science, etc.] will bq the hardest hit?)

COMMENTS,:

5.2 Overi*e next-five years, willthe ability of your diStrict to hire
qualified classified personnel:

Decrease Remain Same Increase DK/NA

(PROBE: Distinguish- between problems of financial ability and
problems of a_shrinking pool. of qualified candidates; what -areas
[instructional aides, professionals, dp personnel) will be 'the

hardest hit?)

COMMENTS:
Pr

5.3' If you'foresee difficulties in securing the services of_gualifiiii'

employees in the next five years, what, if any, steps will your

district take to mitigate the problem?

145
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ISTRICT SUPT'S SURVEY

.4 Over the next five yearsi will labor relations in your dtstriet:

Improve Remain Same Worsen DK/NA

(PROBE: What implications will thisechanges have? iWill changes

hinder or hamper efforts to improye,the quality of personnel [e.g.

questicint of tenure; differentiate&stafflng]?.

5.5 0--t the next five years, will bargaining unit -involvement in. your

di trict's decision-making:

DecreaSe

COMMENTS:

Remain Sane Increase DKAA

6.0 INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES==DIRECT AND SUPPORT

6.1 Describe changes, ff any; you foresee in your district's level of

demand/need fbr the.following COE_services over the next five years

and explain- the key reasons for the changes:

a. Staff_Dvve4opment

Decrease Remain SaMe Increate DK/NA

COMMENTS:

Curriculum Development

tease Remain Same Inteease,

COMMENTS:

DK/NA
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Chap. 4 App.

L PLEASE POST

THE FUTURE OF OURSCHOOL

A LOOK AT -1 987.-
HOW will education in Santa Clara County change by 1_987? The Santa Clara CoUrity. Office of
Education is planning its future and seeking information from experts who respond to two views of

'1987; Factors to be considered include economics, legislationvenue, demographics and other
social and political issues that affect public education.
The forum features WiLL/SHOMOA4 noted futurist and author, who presents a broad perspective
of world events focusing on cultural and social change.
We cordially invite a TEAM from your district to attend this important activity. (Superintendents,
ASSiStant Superintendents, Board Members; Personnel Officers; Directors of Curriculum and

s;i:Parents are welcome participants.) Limited seating available.

8:30 am
to
10:15

1/0:30
to How -will changes in fa ily structure, work-

1:45 force and funding priorities shape the future of
child Are (programs"?'

Or
Vocatfonal/Careef Education
What will tomorrow's workers need

----4-13nd who will teach them?

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
General Session 11:45
Glenn Hoffmann will open the forum by ex-
plaining the proEess of strategic planning and
futuring activity at COE.
Wi//is Harmon, noted fufurist and author, will
present a broad perspective of world events
focusing on cultural and social change.
Richard Carlson, economist and futurist from
Stanford Research Institute; will introduce two
views of the future of public educatiOn in Santa
Clara County.

Chid COM.

to know

1:15 pm
to
/:45 ,

3:00
to
4:30

Lunch on your own

Labor Ralatitini
fkow will labor and management meet the chal-
lenges of the dwindling resources and eitiand-
ing PUblit expectations at the state and local
level?

Or
ClatSitorn TathitOtOgfr
How will explosive advances in technology
affect students and the way they learn?

1Personnel Resources and Development
As education's work force growS Older, how
will staffing needs be met? What might staff
development look like in 1987?

Or

Support fechnology
What will information handheld techniques be
4119877 How will office and school manage-
&lent be affected by this new technologC

Date: February 23, 1982
Time: 8:30 am to 4:30 prn

Plate: County Office of Ethication
Conference Center
100 Skyport Drive
San'Jose, CA 95115

Registration:
No pre=registration required, first come, first served. No registration fee. Lunch is on your own; /

Foi more information, call Douglits Backstair at the Center for Ethitotional Ptann4,.

(408) 947-6677;

by_ Santa CI., Count, Office of Educanon. Glenn W Hoffmann. Supannterldent. 100 Svport 6m., San Joao. CA 95.115 14010_947 &BBB

Dtstr,bwion S.i,enntandenta Agawam Suonrdandenta. Board Mernbra in Santa Clara a nliar,b0,,ng county oducation otlicel 1.000 coo... 2182, 00.ny [159817



EXTERNAL TRENDS

Dominant External Trends

The discussion.centered on ,two trends which are likely to
domina,te the coming decade:

the explosive growth of new information and
technologies whith will change the economy;
ins i utionS. The 1980's: 441 see mass_ use
tec nologies; . 4 -

An i ternationalization of society where internal migration;
compe ition; trade and military conflict will.increasingly affett
the life of the average American.

communication
education and other
of these4iew

.

EDUCATLONAL TRENQS

The discussion of educatipnal trends centered on three-broad trends:

TechnolodY is changing both what needs to be: taught and how it
Should be taught.

Educational roles_are_being_decentralized to .a wider range of
institutions ranging_frOm the home to. private schools. Lack of
access to home computer systems could expand-the academic gap,.
between rich and poor.

3. An economic gap is opening between thbse With academic skills
(particularly technical) and those without. This educational
problem could add to racial, and ethnic conflict;

ThesegeneralArends.are leading to -a whole serieOf curricular;
organizational; political; staff and special education trends;

Curniculum-Trends

1. New computer Skills need to be taught;

2; mputers:Iilay belielpful in teaching other skillS.

w immigrants will need more help their Own languages.

4. Sc is need to be sensitive to a broader range of cultures.

5. Fast technical change requires more emphasis on core
thinking, learning and communicating Skills.

TechnitaLknowledge will be needed by more of the
workforce. .-

7. Humane teaching will be more important,th4n ever.

8; Social studies will still be important;
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August 16, 1982

Dear:

Chap; 4 App. 6

O

Eatliet this year. you participated in an interview_with_the Strategic
Planning Team from our office. The team was collecting data for an
;:analysis of the environment affecting public education today.' In_

appreciation.forl,your. participation, we are enclosing copies -of the
Strategic Planning 1982-83 Environmental Analysis Source Book and Summary
Report.

The Source Book contains two future "scenarios," comments on alternate
futurepossibilities and summariZations of interviews conducted during the-
environmental analysis.

Based on the data obtained, trend statements were formulated for each
major program area of our office; These trend statements. along with
planning assumptions. form a major part of the SurnmarYlepart;.

The Team feels that the material collected during the first year of
strategic planning has provided a valuable data base; However. Si a this
is an .ongoing.planning efforti_some areas may require re-examina on to
update ant /or validate the findings. Additional areas may need be

addressed

Therefore. as we begin .the next' planning cycle.. we_ are asking k,.to share
With us your reflections on the process. its results. and wha -yoU see to
the future.

We need your comments! Please return the enclosed questio aaire in the
envelope provided by September 15, 1982. Thank you..

Very truly yours,

Terry McHenry, Asst. Superintendent
Business Admin stration Division
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Chap. 4 App. 7

-#4

SANTA CNRA COUNTY OFFICE OF EDUCATION

AEMO R-ANDUM

Td: Ed Aguirre, Dorothy Burns; Bill Gainer

-FROM: Terry McHenry, Assistant Superintendent
,

Buslness Administration Division

DAft 'September 204 1982'

SUBJECT: Environmental'Trend Update for Strategic Planning

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Copies of the Strategic Plan Fiscal_1983 have been distributed to all MCS
Team members; and division level meetings are being scheduled to review
the Plan.

Part of the process for updating the Plan-is to review the_Envtronmental
Trend Statements to determine whethertfie current information is valid,
where additional infonoWtion is needed, and potential sources of new _

information; _Please have your; program managers review_the-_Environmental
Analysis Trend Statements and Assumptions comment as to their
accuracy/validity'and make any suggestions for further exploration. This,
the second in a series -of requests.for.information from program managers,
provides additional opportunity or managers to directly participate in
the strategic. planning effort.

You may wish toAAve the comments routed through yd4r,offlce for review
_prior to transmitting them to-,CEP. Please have the CiiMments, or a note
indicating concurrence with the statements, returned to CEP by October 4,

Note: You may wish to have your managers mark November 29 on their
calendars--the date of the public forum on trends and issues in
public education.

cc: Dave LeCompte

t 15.3
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Vocational and Career Education Chap. 5 App. 1

Mission Statements

ROPt. TO cooperate with local school districts; community colleges; and

inistry to provide regional programs_WhiCh offer entry-level j-00

training; groundwork for advanCed training or education, 'or retraining in

a 'variety of skills which interest students and meet labor market needs;
The_clients are high SChodl juniors and seniors; out-of-school youth; and

adults;

Technical School at the Ce -To, Provide basic

skills training for 16-1£1 year. old h gh school dropouts who are enrolled
CETA vocational training programs at the San JOse Center for Employment

Training.

Career /Vocational Education and Guidance._ To_provide leadership and

coordination to.Sthddl districts, community colleges; agenciei; industry

and other_public and peivate organizations concerned with career/

vocational OdUtatiOn and guidance, and to oversee the operAtion_of the

POPS; Technical School (see individual mission staterehtt for these

programs), and YETP.

aEn ystatements and Assumptions

; The following trend'iti.teMent$ and assumptions were prepared from source _

material Whith it dOeuMented,in the Environmental Analysis Source Po* under

these headingt: "CeneraljutureW "Personnel Pesoacces;" "Schddl Finant64"

And "Vocational Education."; . 7

I. High technology industries in Santa Clara County Will continue to

experience a dramatic shortage in technital personnel.

,

Industrys_s shortage of peesonnel and the conseouent increasing demand on
public edUCation:for people. with basic reading,andnIth_skilltAndeven.
some COmpUter literacy; may result in new cooperati4eeffOrtt;betWeen the

public and private .sector;

3. There will be a trend toward increasing Work experience arrangements

between education and industry.

4; As technologiCal change continues to accelerate; private technical_ _

schools_And indUttey itself will offer more specific technical training;

and public schools may offer less.

5. There will he increasing awareness at leadership leVelt;_hOth in business

and industry, that public education needt greater financial, philosophical

and political support;

6; The desire of business leaders for an infusion of work ethic into schOO1

curricOlum is increasing.
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Vocational and Career Education

MARKET ANALYSIS SUMMARY RESULTS

Market analysis results pertaining'ta VOCATIONAL/CAREER EnUCATION at-e hrieflv

summarized below; The survey was tondUtted over the telephone with a total of
31 respondents: 20 school dittritt representatives, R butiness_and industry

representatiVe and 3 agency representatives. The telephone survey was done as

a follow-up to.a pencil -and paper survey conducted by.the hffice's World of

Work TOtk Group. A Summary of that survey has been included in the MARKET

ANALYSIS SnORCE.:BoOK.

Using a scale of l (low) to 5 (high), respondents to the telephone survey were
asked to estimate future levels_of demand for each of severe_services
pertaining to vocational-education. Mean levels of demand are presented in

the columns below. Fora more complete review of.the findings; see the MARKET,
ANALYSIS SOURCE BOOK-=VOCOtiOholgareet:Edurcation Market Survey,_

Mean Levels of Demand

Services Overall District NOn=DiStrict

COORDINATION SERVICES
Information Exchange
Interagency Coordination

DIRECT SERVICE TO STUDENTS
Operating County ROP'S
Providing On-the-Job Training

INFORMATION GATHERING/PISSEmINATION
Labor Market Information
Training Program In
'Curriculum/Resource InforMatiOn

LINKAGES WITH BUSINESS ANDINMISTRY
lnteraaency Coordination
Providing Technical'ExpertiSe
Expanding hose of Res'ources

CuRRICULIN DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE

STAFF DEVELOPMENT
Serving Special Need Students
Updating Instructor Skills/Expertise

ASSISTANCE IN SEEKING FUNDS
Coordinated/Mutual_Grant seekiiig
Exploring Funding Alternatives
Developing Pusiness/Industry Funding

PROGRAM FV!ILUATIOM ASSISTANCE

PROMOTION AND PUBLICIZING a

DEVELOPING LEGISLATIVE SUPPORT

3.1A 3.28 3.n0

3.21 3.11 3.44

2.96 ' =- 2.95 3.no

3.09 3.13 3.00

3.21 3;36 2.86

2.67 2,76 2.43

3.28

3.48 3.68 3.00

3.43 3.50
2.89 3.17 ft 2.33

3:17 3.10 2.d0.

3;32. 3.65 2.63
3.31 3.56 2.75

3.15 3.39 2.63

2.56 2;F7

2,77 3.00 ?;14

2.96 3i,nn 2.83
2;79 2.94 2.33

3.4P 3.74 2.67

3.31 3.72 2;38
3,17 3.7°- :2;18

3.96. 4.26 3.14

2,32 ?.39 2.14

3,42 3.05 3.29

3.81 4.11
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Chap; 5 App 2

SANTA CLARA COUNTY OFFICE OF EDUCATION

MEMORANDUM

TO: Ed Aguirre, Dorothy Burns, BillGelnor, Terry McHenry, Marilyn
Carson

FROM: Les Hunt; Directo
Center for Educati Planning

DATE: July 18, 1983

SUBJECT: Program Description Flowchart, Calendar ancLEormat-

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Attached is. a copy of the draft flowchart; calendar and five -year program

description format for consideration by program managers within your

division. As arranged; the planniefg staff will_discuss these documets
with program managers at your cab iwt meeting this week.

Suggestions for revision to the attached documents_will_need'to be
transmitted back to you as diyisiip head no later than Auguest 1; 1983.

cc: Program anagers

r

C

.4`
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83-84 STRATEGIC PLPMIIIG H 'ABLE

o I

AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOYEMBFR DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY t LI
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 1, 3 4 2 3 4 I 2 3 4 I 234

, A !

1. Council designates progras which 'will complete

5-Year Program Descriptions

2. 5.-Year Program Ilescnption tout sent to program !

managers

3. imrkshops/consultations with prove managers by X

evaluatori/budget officer/planning staff

4: Part 1--Urrent PrDgt$ is developed by program

manager, approved by Division, and-sent to Council

5. Part I kept, to Board,

6. Part II i--Environment/Krket s developed by program X

liOdyeri approved by Division; and sent to Council

1. Pitt II sent CO Ward

-X

8: Parts II/III/IV---Year Description is developed by I X

proy'rea manager, approved by Division, and sent to

planning staff for packaging

9; Combined Descriptions and Planning Source Book set

to COunci I

10. Planning Source Book sent to Board and lanagerS

11. five-Say Council planning workshop iattendediby X

prc(gram managers) Week of Di-comber 12

12: CoT.ricil4p iiiiiiiii Ciescriptions sent to Ward and
program managers * ,

13. first public hearing'

14. Three-day Board planning workshop

15. Second blic hearing_

t )-Year Descriptions for all .pr ograni of COE
Ot) considered for action by Board

11E5 CRT NUE

-I

Ph
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ONG RANGE PROGRAM PLANNING WORKSHEET
PROGRAfl DESCRIPTIONS

rIn April the Board of Education_retWed and mod ied preliminaryi skeletal

de-scriptions of-programs _of.therOffiCe aS.Ahe prodrams may appear in 1967=13B,

)inese broad; tentative descriptiOns were developed by -the Superintendent -and

his Council based* in PartiiPPOn planning aft budget,information availabWat

that time; In Janjaryi 1984; the Board expects to receive more complete

descriptions of each programi COvering-the years 1984 to 1989i These

descriptions, highlighting the majO4-jeatures of_each programi_are the first .

stew in the Aevelopment-of_an overa';l five year plan for_tbe Offitt. The ,

exPertiseAeOresented bythe viewsof programaanagers will.. rovide
,inforration on the functions, prlorities;-alternative service-options, and'

,I.Tesba1 qs. that must .be a part of these long-rarige program' descriptions.

o.

is with thiSStip_in Trind,_then, that this first draft to the long range

Throdi-e-^ description has been prepared. , A common format such _as_ is presented

here has several major advantages: Jirstrit organizes_a sneable amount of

informatitin into manageable groupings; This is especially:important in light

of tSe fatt_that the Council and the Board will be reviewntg_Well_Over thirty

prOCrei. descriptions and supporting documentation._ Secon4lothe_format
delineates Specific' components and .data elements that can_be comptred'and

contrasted, program to prOgram; Third; current and anticipated future.

functions and_featOres of programs will be described by_the. manager c/osest to

tt* prograr; and fourth; the unique eleheitt Of each progriMHwill surfacei

-0 together with elements coMnpn among- several programs; -These are essential

features in a process that ultimately will lead to comparison and, ,

:pridritization'of the functiont of the'Office based upon anticipated _level of,

resources.

The format recognize$ that prboraMS ere hotstandard;" fhat:they differ

wideTY with respect to types of servicei.clientS served, size of budgeti.

staffing req4ire77ents, etc_ he program Manager is_provided with options in

defining the type cf services urrently provided; with per. cent of resources

allocated to each service befo e.prOjecting the service levels into the

future.

The format, which is attached; include th&tuttent rissiori statement for your

prOtram,_the program description. as it appears in the Bpdget docurenti the

1907=8E "skeleton".description as well.q_50-tent and projected funding

inforration.

Twt sample completed prograr det el tionSjiavebeen attached for pse as -a

model. Questions of clarifitati ShOuld be directed to your divisional

ev.aluator; your division head Or the planning staff;

. .

******** **** st; ** ***** **iii**************** ********
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4,

PAf N ;=THE CURRENT PROGRAM

A. '1923=84 MISSION STATEMENTS

(Listed as reviewed by the Bolk of Education;)

B. 1983=84 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Listed as it appears in Consolidated Budget)

CURRENT REVENUE APOUNT AND SOURCES

Include projectiohiof contrectrevenuei where applicable:

FUNCTIONS /SERVICES AND LE L OF EFFORT

_,,.

For each-najorfunction/ser ce currently offered by your program,
addrest the- followino elements:. .- .- ....

, - , , i . __ -, .
..

1. Categorize the function usiry cifie'i*.f_the following- major gr=oupings.:

Arrim.1 instruction to:Students_ .

Internal Support Services
.

.

External Services to Districts-within County Plandated)
External 'Services to Districts withinCounty4(Non-rahOated)
MUlti-countvixternal Services ..

Other (please- identify)
t" .

. -,.

f2' Vescribe the functikon in enoug detail to mike it Linde4tendable to
someone Without your expertise; (Expand uppn the :visceiption *in the

consolidated budget as necessary.) ) i .-! -'

3. As clesences possible, estimate the perce t
bu0et used to_provide this function/servi .

tiMal dollars in your

4Y01Cate the FTE staff_nembers whO are in 1Ved in providing this
service/function. _include numbers of_ FTE taff ItitberS for each .

eripfc.Yee type involved in:Providing the service (e.g. teachers,
clericals, managers, etc.) .

5; Describe the clients served by this 'function. $

6. .Describe in_reasureable terns the.currentrjevel at which your program

performs this function. (You may choose it6 use ADA counts, numbers of
districts served, nurbers_of personnel trained, numbers of sites
served, hours spent, etc.).,:,

161
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PART TWO- -THE FUTURE ENURONMENT AND MARK
A

)7:n
A. Based on your own_knoWledge of Your program, public edutotjt and society

in general; as well as a review_ of Strategi 4Dlanning Source materials;
Oease identify trends that must be consAde ed when planning for:the

fitture of your_prOgret. After_eech trend;_i dicate the ibfiCtion(s)_that

the trend ray impact and explain the: irt.Oct ions of that impact. Some

factors you ray With to consider include:_'

4 -
politi;Cii

i:.:, ? d_poraphy
the Otonlamy judlcial decisions

technology
.. ,,

hung resources

_,;:

Be_certain,t6 either ottachior,reference the
i

emotion and .its yrce

1

which subStantiattS each trend you identfy; ..,

EL Based on your on knoWledgeof your pregrah; eneral,' as_well as a'a
;

review of Strategic Planning Source materials.p se identify trends in

the mcrket for .your program
7 S services/functionjlk.g. ilcreased number_of

clients, increased -level of demand; change in leili,ces requested; etc.):-

future of your prograr7, After, each trend; Indic e.teefunction(0 that,

the:trend ray impact and explain the 'implication f'ttat impa

Be_tertein to either attach or reference the i .otionand t

,which substant4ates,each trend yqu identify. -.,

C. What questions do you have about future as it :rela7tes-to-youn

p r o g r a ; and what night be the teUrCes for their answers? -._
_

'
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PART T_RRE_E--/_DUP- PROGRAM -1-N-F-I-VEYE-A-RS

A. 19B7=BB MISSION'STATErENTS

Describe the mission, or purpose of your priogran as you see it in
1987=BE. It may be the Same as it is now, or itmay'be different.

. 19E37-B8 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Begin with PROGRAM DESCRIPTION developed by the Board; refine and expand
it as necessary.

C. FUTU 'REVENUE fillOUNT AND SOURCES

cin with PROGRAM DESCRIPTION SOURCES OF REVENUE SECTION developed by : /4:).
the Board and then refine is-necessary.

D, FUNCTIOS/SEPZES AND LEVEL EFFORT

For et major fun'ctioniserivice you pOision your program offering,
addresg

o-
the followinc elements:.

.
. .

.

-,.
.

I. Categorize the function'illing:flone of the Wlowing major groupings:

Direct Initruction to_Students ,
Internal__ Support Services _ _ _

External services to districts within county (mandated)
Extern-al services to districtS'within county (non-mandated)

.

Nuiticountylxternal Services
Other (please identify)

4

2. Describlothe function -in enough detail to make, it understandable to
someone without your expertise.

. AsClostly as possible, estimate the percent of total dollars in your.
"'budget that would be used to provide this function4service.

. 4; Indicate the FTE staff members who would be involved in providing
this service/function. Include numbers of FTE staff members for each
employee type involved in_providing the'*ervice (e.g. teachers, aidei
clericals, managers, etc.) f

5. Describe the clients that will be served by this function.
, .

6. Describe in neasureable termF the level at which your progran would
perform, this function. (Yo'mav chocise to use ADA counts, numbers of
districts served, numbers of personnel trainedi numbers of sites
served; hours spent; etc.)
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:PART FOURINTERMEDIAttyW

A. List any sig.niftcant obsteclesi_such as thc_need to acquire new or

A replacenert eqoqment, ett.i WhiCh_will have to bviddressed in Order fOr

Your program o athi6i6 the desirid purpose;

. List the resource's have the greatest potential for allowing the

program to achieveOtt purpose.

C. List any intermediate steps, between_1983 and 108, wilich_can be
identified as appropriate in assisting the program to'ichieve its stated

purpose; -;

D. In thelpatet below, estimate your program's anticipated expenditures and

revenuilkOUrteS. for each of the next five years. If you antidipate

ultipl to indicate the amount .recieved fror

each. .

Procr.a7 Year

1984 -85

/',
1985-136

1986 -87

1987-88

1,988=89

Expenditures Revere-eSourtes_
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PART FIVEIMPLICATIONS OF PROGRAM TERMIN TION.

DesCr-fbe the implications for the Office '..and for your clients_if your program
were terminated; HDW would the progr 's termination effect internal support
reouirementsiadministrative_fee lev si etc. at would_termination mean to
clients.; whealternative delivery ystemi if any'icould be employed.

*
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SANTA CLARA COUNTY OFFICE OF EDUCATION

ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL' STRATEGIC PLANNING WORKSHOP

April 20/1982

Chap. S App. 3

INDIVIDUAL PRIORITY RANKING-GF-EX TERNAL_PROGRAMS

INSTRUCTIONS: Please- rank the,following external programs in descending

priority order from 1 to 17. Number 1 will indicate the
program you .consider to be the highest priority and.the

most appropriate to be operated by the COE. There, should'

be no'duplication of numbers.

CHILDREN'S CENTERS

COMMUNITY EDUCATION

CCIMMUNICATION SERVICES.

EMC

ENVIRONMENTAL EPUCATIO

FINANCIAL

INSTUCTrONALAMOROVEMENT AND TRAINING`::

IRIC,

JUVENILE COURT. SCHOOL'S

OKTEH

MIGRANT EDUCATION

Otit OF COUNTY ilSCAL SERVICES

PAYROLL/PERSONNEL

RECAP.

SPECIAL EDUCATION COORDINATION SERVICES

SPECIAL EDUCATION DIRECT SERVICES

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

--, 167
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chap s ATpc. 4

SANTA CLARfc COUNTY OFFICE OF EDUCATION

ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL WORKSHOP ON STRATEGIC PLANNING

PRIORITY RANKING OF EXTERNAL, PROGRAMS
IN DESCENDING ORDER BY FUNDING SOURCE

Aprq,20; 1982

The following programs were ranked individually by each member of the
Administrative Council. The results 'were tabulated and compiled into one
priorityzanking; consensus. was reached through Council discussion first
on the column Most appropriate for COE to operatei" next on the funding
category appropriate to the program; and finally on the anking.within the
funding category. The final priority ranking by funding source -is shown
'below.

1P24.!2 # Ind-eR.,"
Most appropriate for Total s Fund 80 N
COE to operate: Fund 8C1 Fund 80 Bailoyt Bailout

Special Education, Direct Services 1

Instructional Improvement/Tr

Business Services Payroll/Pers

Business Services/Financial....'0:;,.. 3

Special Education; Coordination

Juvenile Court Schools 2

RECAP 3

Community Education

Educational Media Center 2

Children's Centers

Migrant Education 3

Communiptions Services

Vocational Education

)
0

Environmental Education

IRIC

Out of County Fiscal Services t . e;
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;ANTA CLARA COUNTY OFFICE OF EDUCATION

ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL aTRATEGIC PLANNING WORKSHOP

Ch App, 5

April 20. 1982

HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT'

PRIORITY RANKING-Of-INTERNAL_SERVItES,

INSTRUCTIONS: The purpose of this exercise is tolgroup the 35 internal

services listed below into three broad categories;_ based on_how
essential each service is to the operation of the Office. In

the envelope with this sheet are 35 coloredidots==11 req,_12

blue and 12 yellow. Please place one_101Ored dot on the line
beside each servicei using the foll6Wiiib :Code;,

Red: Molt essential to the. operatif_the.
Blue: Next in priority as esseq ff

Yellow: Least essential to the op

ACCTS PAYABLE

ACCTS RECEIVABLE

'AFFIRM ACTHIRING

AFFIRM ACT-.-TRAINING

ATTENDANCE SYSTEM (RECAP)

ATTENDANCE/PAYROLL
r-

BUDGET,ADMIN

BUDGET DEVEL

CASH CONTROL :

CENTRAL ST0145,:

CONFERENCE 'CENTER

DUPLICATING

4=-EMPLOYEE REIMBURSEMENTS

_EAPLOYEE STATUS CHANGES

EaLUATION

'FACILITIES PLANNING

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING

171

4-1

fiCe_ .

operation
e Offite

HOWL ADVICE
,

FiNANCIAL:REPORTS(RECAR)_,:, 4.

GRAPH Its

INSURANCE

LEGAL SERVICES.

_ _tort
MAINTENANCE

NEGOTIATOR

OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS

PURCHASING

RECRUITMENT/SELECTION

SAFETY TRAINING

SALARY PROJECTION (RECAP)

STRATEGIC PLANNING

TELECOMMUNICATION

TRANSPORTATION

WORD PROCESSING

WORK STATION SPACE

I 66



PROPOSED PLANNING_MODEL_FOR
ANALYSIS OF_198384_DIRECTIVES_AND_M-JECTIVES

1987 -88 PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS ,;;

April 26, 1983

4

PART ONE -.19E3 -84 DIRECTIVES AND OBJECTIVES

1.0 Background

Chap. 5 App. 6

At the direction of the Board'Ojducationi individual program
.Directives _for 1983-84 are to be-4balyzed by program managers. Bated .

on the professional jydgment of the:program_manager4 division_ _

evaluatori_and division head, budget objectives will beformulatedi
as appropriate; for the DirectiveS.-Disposition of each Directive it

to be reported to the Board;.per its request;

1.1 Tracking Model

116 Budget Objectives and Evaluation Spetifications_are tutrently being
developed and_1983-84 Directives are in the hands of program_:
managers. Objectives will likely be more encompassing- than -the
Di-rective5. Therefore; in order to trace the disposition of each
Directive and report the results to the-Board. the.follewing process

suggested, together with the attached form Directive/Objective
Analysis

The Directive, as it appeared in the Prog
developed by the Council and Board; is to be listed. Any change; or(=I
modification, of the Directive should imr*diately follow the original
Directive._ The Budget Objective developed from the Directive; and/or
a statement indicating the necessity/rationale- for its modification;
or orission will then be 'presented. The recommendation as to whether
the Directive is appropriate for a Budget Objective; i.e.,
legitimate, workablkiand based in reality; is to be made by the
progra7, manager and evaluator; based upon tffeir experiee and
technical expertise.

I

1.2 ;- Time
E

The f.irectives/Oh.jectives_Analysis should be prepared concurrent
with the LUddet Calendar fOr the development of Objectives.

1.3 Review

The Diective/Objective Aiilysis will be forwarded with the Budget
Objec4cVe tO tht man4g0-, _Ev6luatititi Research, continue to the
Budget OfficEri Superintendent's Council and be presented to the
Board together with the Budget.
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DIRECTIVE OBJECTIVE ANALYSIS

PRCCRAM hAME t MEDIA SERVICES CB/COMITY TELEVISION

4.

11.....
**********Wa***********************k************************************************************iiit

1983-84 Dire-cam *
Analysis for Inclusion as Budget tb'ective

,

Pay appropriate ive Fee. Wes so already.

Develop plan Thr c very. ObjettiVe 4

4 ,

inve'stigate parent educaiOn programming; by Staff already completed this task -and. reported

December 1;41983; report on ways Community to Council.

Education sporting parenting.tducation

4' Sek rants on programming Tegardin

r'ese4rch And'the ledrning_processr

proress report,to.Council. by hoe

PrograMMA ih, this area is being crone by another

public television station which reeeived a multi-

millioniltar grant to do this,;.

'Plaintait slringent'control on budget/costs. Inherent in the total management of the program.

6. Coordinat 5 -year plan with Office strategic Objective

plan to -et 1%?-88 program description.
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